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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation end Development {QECD), which-
*oi set up under a Contention signed in Paris on Hth (Hcemher, I960, provides that
the OECO shall promote policies designed

— fo achieve the highest sustainable ttanomse growth and tmphymtnt and a rising
standard 0f Itiing m Member countries. »hile maintaining financial stability,
and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy.

-- to contribute to sound economic expantiun in Member as well as non-member
countries in the process uf economic development.

— ro contribute to the expansion of world node on a multilateral, non-distriminator^
basis in accordance with international obligation.

The Members nf OICD are Australia. Justrut, Belgium Canada. Denmark.
Finland. France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece. Iceland. Ireland, Italy.
Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands. New Zealand. Nortniy, Portugal, Spam, Sweden.
S»n;«r!and. Turkev, the I nued Kingdom and the Lnited Stale*

The OECO Nuclear Energy Agency (SEA) *'OJ established on
20th April 1972, replacing OECP's European Suciear Energy Agency
< £NEA) on the adhesion of Japm « a full Member. SEA now groups
eighteen European Member countriei ofQECl) ami Australia, Canada and
Japan, with the United States as m Associated comury. The Commis-
sion of the European Comtmmitltt takes pan in the work of the Agency.

Tht objectives of SEA remain substantially those of ESEA, namely
the orderly development of the uses of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.
This ifrxhieyedby:

— assessing tht future role of nuclear energy as a contributor to eco-
nomic progress, and tittiHtraginf co-optraiien between governments
towards its optimum development;

— encouraging harmoaisatiott cif governments' regulatory policies and
practices in the nuclear field, with particular reference io health
and safety, radioactive waste management and nuclear third party
liability and insurance;

— forecasts of uranium resources, production and demand;
— operation Qf common services and encouragement of co-operation

in the field of nuclear energy information;
— sponsorship of research and devehpmem undertakings jointly orga-

nised at>d operated by OECD countries.
!n these tasks SEA nvrks in cloie collaboration with the International

Atomic Energy Agency, with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agree-
ment, as well as with osher international organisations in the nuclear field.

© Organisation Tor Economic Co-operation and Development, 1975.
Queries concerning permissions or translation rights should be
addressed to: ' '

Director or Information, OECD
2, rus Andri-Pascal, 7S775 PARIS CEDEX 16, France.
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FOREWORD

Thin in the Fifteenth Annual Keport of th<"- OECL Haider. Reactor

Project, and covers the year 1974. The original Halden Agreement war

signed in July 1958 and provided for the ,joinc operation of the boiling

heavy water reactor which was being built at Halden by the Norwegian

Inst i tut t for Atomenergi. This Agreement was extc-ncied several tirr.ee and

was then superseded by a series of further Agreements, t:.e one currently

in force being concluded on 6th June 1972. Thin Agreement will take the

Project to 31st December 1975*.

A major part of the current research programme ir devotee to

irradiation experiments with a wide variety of heavily instrumented test

fuel assemblies, in order to study the thermal and mechanical behaviour

of fuel rods through in-core measurements, in particular various forms

of deformation of cladding and fuel as related to operational conditions

and fuel rod design parameters.

From these measurements mathematical models are being developed

to explain quantitatively the deformation behaviour, as well as the

* The original signatories of the current Agreement were : the Danish
Atomic Energy Commission, the Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry,
the Italian Comitato Nasionale per l'Energia Nucleare, the Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute, Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH (represent-
ing a German group of companies working in agreement with the German
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology;, Reactor Onti*nm Nederland,
the Norwegian Institutt for Atomenergi (owners of the reactor), and
Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden. On 1st January 1974, with the agreement
of these Signatories, the Project was joined by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) of USA. Also participating in the work of
the Project are Combustion Engineering Inc. and the General Electric
Company, USA, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the
CompanMa Brasileira de Tecnologia Nuclear (CENT).

On 17th June 1975, Signatories to the Halden Agreement decided to
prolong the Project for a further period of three years, until
31st December 1978.

- 7 -



thermal properties of the fuel. During 19?4, fifty-six instrumented fuel

assemblies were irradiated in these experiments.

Another major part of the Halden programme is aimed at the

development and demonstration of advanced computer-based methods for

plant and reactor core control, for safety and protection, and for overall

supervision of nuclear power stations. Both the control methods themselves

and the associated measurement and control apparatus are being elaborated,

and during the year particular progress was made with the "OPCOM" process/

operator communication system.

In accordance with the terms of the Haldsu Agreement, this

Fifteenth Report has been approved by the Board of Management for sub-

mission to the Steering Committee of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).

J. Pelser
Chairman

Halden Board of Management

^ i



SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

1. This annual r epor t summarizfs, for the benefi t of Project
Member o rgan iza t ions , the main events and achievements of the OECD Haider.
Reactor Project during 1974-* The -period under review represen t s the
second year of the F i f th Halden Agreement.

2 . During t h i s p e r i o d , the Signator ies agreed accessioc to the
Halden Agreement of the E l e c t r i c .?ower Research I n s t i t u t e (EPRI), U.S.A.,
as from 1st of January 1974. EPRI i s conducting research and development
on behalx of the electric ut i l i ty industry in the U.S.

3. Also, following negotiations between Institutt for Atomenergi
and the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC), the Halden Board
of Management approved participation of the USAEC in the Project as from
June 1974-* This participation was through the USAEC's Division of Reactor
Safety Research, which undertook several fuel irradiation experiments in
the Halden Reactor.

4. Lastly, the Halden Board of Management approved the participa-
tion of Companhia Brasileira de Tecnologia Nuclear (CBTN) in the work of
the Project.

5. During the year, a proposal for a new three-year programme at
Halden for "1976 through 1978 was worked out by Instituit for Atomenergi
and Project staff* During discussions with research organizations, u t i l i -
t i e s , and nuclear industry in participating countries, substantial
interest in the progranime was evidenced. By the end of the year negotia-
tion of an agreement for the new period was well advanced*.

* Note.,: This agreement, providing for continued international operation
of *&e OKi Haiden Tieactbr Project for the period 1st January 1976,
to 51st December, 1978, was concluded in June 1975*



6. The main items reported upon in the following are :

- Control Methods and Computer Applications.
- Fuel Research and Test Fuel Irradiation.
- Reactor Operations.
- Administration and Finance.

CONTROL METHODS AMD COMPUTER APPIJCATIONS

7. The 1975-''975 Project programme is aiming at the development
and demonstration of advanced methods based on application of process
computers, for plant and core control and supervision of nn'clear power
plants. The work performed in this period can be grouped in two fields,
"Control Developments and Application" and "Computer System Developments
and Application".

8. The work on neutron flux distribution control has been directed
towards development of methods and systems for control of the spatial
power distribution in the cores of large power reactors. Special emphasis
has t»een placed on the problem Gf controlling the xenon-induced power
oscillations in large FWR cores. The development of core control systems
requires possibilities for simulation of the neutron.i|lux distribution
process in large power reactors. Therefore, considerable work has been
devoted to the development of the core simulation programme, COSMIC,
which is capable of simulating both EWR and FWR cores.

9. Work on a J*yatem for on-line plant disturbance analysis has
been started. The system shall assist the reactor operate in deducing
the prime cause for the disturbance during abnormal plant conditions.
The analysis is based on the monitoring of activated alarms and a logical
model of plant disturbance chains in the form of cause-conse<jaence dia-
grams. A-prototype system which will be implemented on the HEWR is under
development.

. 10. Cta plant control the work is concentrated on development of
algorithms for control of the main plant variables in a BWR station
operated in load-following mode taking into account the influence of the
power^grid to which the plant is connected. The algorithms have been
based on ''modem control theory" and simulations have shown that fast
changes of the generator power output are feasible by this approach -
^^ii^^^t^^ii"i1i transients in fuel temperature o'r pressure.

- 10 -



11. During 1973-7^ a general study aimed at establishi^e; the

"state-of-the-art" and the development trends in reactor instrumentation

and control has been performed. The study comprised literature studies

as well a3 information collection through contacts with major LWE

suppliers and experienced nuclear utilities. The purpose of this study

was to maintain at the Project an overview of the reactor control field

aa a basis for the on-going and continued research activities.

12. Computer system development has continued with emphasis on

further development of the operator communication system (OPCOM), and

the development of an inter-computer communications unit.

13. The OPCOM systnm has been integrated into an extensive control

and supervision system for the HBWR, thus constituting a prototype

computer- and colour-TV-based control room. The HBWR plant has been

operated- through the OPCOM-system both during start-up and shutdown

periods as well as during long time power operation. These experiments

have clearly demonstrated the potentials of this type of control room.

14. . The inter-computer communication unit ensures an efficient and

flexible utilisation of the different computers and peripheral units at

the Project. The system concept is based on a modular, multi-bus system,

where the addition of new computer or the extension to new buses can he

made without affecting the rest of the system.

15. A supervision system for the operation of the HBWR control rods

has been developed. She system which is implemented on a mini-computer,

ensures that any single control rod inserted into the core has a reacti-

vity worth within the1 limits set forth in the safety requirements.

3 hardware performance through 1974- was

satisfactory with an overall availability of 99.5 #•

EUEIi KE8EAR0H AMD ffEST FUEL IRRADIATION

instrumented fuel assemblies have been

test assemblies had their fuel rods

18. , The irradiation experiments have i in the first place been aimed

rods, during irradiation

^gfrlia^ cladding and fuel defor-

iSat^ttivpOSiifei^^ irradiation examination,



material testing and development of mathematical models to explain quan-
titatively the behaviour of a fuel rod.

19. Studies of the thermal properties of a fuel rod have also been
performed both through in-core measurements and through theoretical
considerations.

20. Fission gas release from fuel has been studied through measu-
rement of pressure inside fuel rods during irradiation. Hydriding of
cladding material is also being studied aiming at understanding its
influence on cladding integrity during reactor operation.

21. The mechanical performance of fuel rods has been studied in
special rigs permitting a variety of in-core measurements :

- diameter rig to measure fuel rod diameter profile and length
changes during normal operation under HBWR conditions,

- load-follow rig to measure fuel rod length changes resulting
from power fluctuations similar to power reactor operation,

- defection rig to study the effect on cladding deformation
and integrity of power ramps beyond normal operating levels,

- high pressure rig to measure fuel rod diameter profile and.
length changes under FUR conditions,.

- base irradiation rigs for long term irradiation.

22. These measurements are a continuation of earlier work and have
provided detail information on various subjects, such as :

- The first approach to full power determines the plastic
strain in the cladding. Subsequent power cycling causes only
elastic strain fluctuations.

- Relations between overall axial strain, and local axial and
radial strain depend on fuel pellet geometry anrt radial fuel/
cladding gap.

- A quick ramp to full .power results in stronger pellet/clad
mechanical interaction than a alow or step-wiae ramp in which
the fuel is allowed some time to relocate, thereby- reducing
tike hard interaction between fuel and cladding.

- A step increase in power under conditions of close 'contact
between fuel and cladding causes a step increase in cladding
length followed by an approximately exponential decrease of



cladding length with time at constant power.

- Fuel densification studies have shown that the process depends

strongly on fuel fabrication parameters and is generally

completed at about 4000 MWd/t.

23. A mathematical model based on the finite element method is

being developed to determine strain and stresses in fuel and cladding,

and encouraging results are obtained. The predictions can be verified

directly with in-core measurements from the diameter rigs.

24. Fuel thermal properties have been studied by determining the

transfer function from neutron flux to fuel temperature through noice

analysis and through fuel temperature recordings during a reactor scram.

25. The study of fission gas release from fuel pellets and the

development of a mathematical model based on these measurements have

been continued.

26. The primary hydriding phenomenon has been studied further and

confirmation of the previously proposed model based on partial moisture

pressure has been obtained.

27. A modification of the differential transfonr •" design has

rendered aneactensometer which within wide limits produces data virtually

independentO^Hprimary current, carrier frequency, and temperature.

28. jpgpision gas pressure transducer based on an extensometer

monitored bellows has been developed and a prototype is being tested

in-pile with promising results.

REACTOR OPERATIONS

29. The reactor operation schedule has mainly been governed by the

test fuel programme. There were two major scheduled shutdowns for core

reloading, maintenance, and plant alterations. These were of approxima-

tely 2 H months duration each. In addition, one scheduled stop of

approximately three weeks were required for the preparation of overpower

experiments. The computer experiments performed have not had any signi-

ficant influence on the plant operations.

30. The reactor operated satisfactorily during the operation periods,

and although there were a number of unscheduled stops, they were of short

duration. The increase in shutdown time pei« shutdown is mainly caused by

4



the extensive and complex handling operations during the reloading periods.
Installation and testing of new experimental equipment together wifcn
alterations to plant circuits have also contributed to come extensions
of the shutdown periods.

31. Reactor availability amounted to 47.4 %%while the remaining
time was spent on scheduled shutdowns (4?«0 %) and unplanned stops -(5,6 %).
The reactor was usually operated between. 8 and 10 MW, depending on teat
fuel limits. The integrated power during the year was 1496 MWd.

32. The total loss of heavy water based on tritium measurements
was 3^0 kg. ©ie average leak rate at full reactor pressure was 66 g/hr.,
and at shutdown 10 g/hr. The isotopic purity of the heavy water was un-
changed 99.3 % during the year.

33. Curing the year, minor alterations to plant? circuits and
exchange of old components were performed in crder to increase the
efficiency and safety of the operations. Also new experimental systems
in connection with fuel test rigs were installed. Hie activity release
from the plant and the personnel doses were kept at low levels.

ADKIHISTaAl'ION AH3 FIHAHCE

3^. At the end of 1974, one hundred and sixty-two persons were
employed with the Project ; of these twenty-nHne were Norwegian graduates
and twelve graduates seconded from other. Project Member organizations.

35. Expenditures during tlie year totallest! Norwegian Kroner
17.84 million compared to a budget of Norwegian Kroner 18.0d million.
Approximately Norwegian Kroner 160.000 were transferred t£ the 1975
•budget. -*;"~ > ~ - ^ " < ™ - e ' - -•"••• -•-••" -••

) "
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PART I

CONTROL METHODS AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
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INTKODUCTION

}• . The work a t t h e H n l d e n Pro ;<-r t nr. t h f >i<-v< •: >vr~< •'..' of -•-••i-

m e t h o d s and c o m p u t e r r.yr'.t-r.r n p p l '. <-'>t l e ' ' o r c o n t r o l and r i p f r v i r o:. :>f

n u c l e a r power p l u n t r hnr l-r-rn p o i n f o:. f o r rr-vf-rni y r - ' i r r . T - u v - r ' •'>••

t h e main a e t i v i ^ i e r h a v e tmon ' h e df-vr ]opn : r r + of s c ' h o i r f o r rr1 :* . •

power d i s t r i b u t i o n c o n t r o l and ror.+ r o 1 of ir.nir. p l n n t v uv i r%b".» r ;.r. '. • • rn

IWE's , t h o d e v e l o p m e n t o f n p l r m t i i ^ t ' i r b a n r - f ' ir:nn .yr'.r ryr'<~r., ••.:.*. " . '

d e v e l o p m e n t o f , and p x p o r i m o r . ' ing1 w J . ' h , p ro r f - r : - r-.or.pMt o r ry:- ' f - r . r , r : -r r - . •. ' .-

l y o p e r a t o r - p r o c e s s c o n u n u n i c n t i o r . F y r t c r . r •ir.i in* c r -co : r .p ' i ' • r '•':-•:. :r. j c - J - :

s y a t e m e f o r u s e in m u l t i p r o c o r . r o r pnviroiir-or1.* r . A g< :v r- . I . ' . ' . ; . • -^r . : •-.•

establishing the "state-of-the-art" and the development trr-:.'ir ::. rr-ic'cr
instrumentation and control has alro been performed. The purpore o:' '•:.'.:
study was mainly to establish at the- Project an overview of the re ne'er
control f ield to assure maximum return froiu the- specific rerearch act ivi-
t i es at the Project.

37. With respect to core control, methods for power shaping and
for control of spatial power oscillations in large power reactors have
been investigated. The "adaptive core response matrix method" for p'ra^ic
core power shaping, originally developed for and tested in experiments
at the HBWR, has been further developed and tested in simulations of
power shaping in a light water ship reactor core. Further, work has
started on the development of methods suited for predictive control
the core power distribution in large PWH's taking into account the inherent

core dynamics (xenon oscillations) and the control actions during the

control period.

38. A simulation fac i l i ty is a very essential part of this develop-
ment, and a core simulation programme, COSMIC, has been developed. This
pjjogramme i s capable of simulating both BWR and PWE cores, and includes
ntsny options which make the programme especially suited for core control
development work*



5-T. Alporitani^ baaed on "modern control theory" have been developed

f?r lo-ivi-f^l low control of the sa in var iab les in 3WK-plants, and have

b>-c!': • t ' ; 'o>: '. :\ .• . r:.. la* ior.t". This work has included r.tudios of the influcnci

ci' "'">• rou ' t r - r r . . : "TO which 'he plant ic connected.

-C. 'Work hsr s tar ted on a syrtcm for on- l ine plant d i s turbance

ana lys i s , . -ro ' activated alarms and a logica l model of d i s turbance chains

in the for:: of cause-conrequenee diagrams an ana lys i s is performed aimed

at ident i fying the prime cause for the dis turbance and the probable

further fault propagation*

~ " . The Operator-Process COMaunication system (OPCOM) has been
fvrther developed and in tegra ted in an extensive control and supervis ion

system for the H3WR. Experiments in which the HBWR has been operated

through the OPCOM system including reac tor s t a r t - u p and shut-down as

well as long time power opera- ion have been performed.

42. An inter-computer communication u n i t has been developed providing

possibilities for efficient utilization of the different process computer
systems and peripheral units installed at the Project. A modular, multi-
bus system allowing the addition of new computers or the extension to
new buses -without affecting the already existing system has been chosen
as the best solution for the inter-computer communication.

43. To facilitate the operation of the HBWR and improve the opera-
tional safety a computer-based supervision system for the operation of
the control rods has been developed. This system ensures that any single
control rod inserted into the core has a reactivity worth within the

.limits set forth in the safety requirements.

CONTROL BEyELOPMEHTS AHD APPLICATIONS

44. The control development work aims a t u t i l i z i n g modern cont ro l

techniques, made applicable by the in t roduct ion of process computers,
for supervision and control of nuclear power p l a n t s .

4 5 . The work has been concentrated in the following areas :

- Studies of the behaviour of large EWH cores in various modes
of operation, as a basis for the development of systems for
control of the spatial power distribution in such cores. In
particular, emphasis has been placed on the development of
methods and algorithms for controlling xenon-induced, spatial
instabilities in large FWB cores.

- 18 -



- Development of algorithms which control the generator r.ov.r-v
in a BWR power s t a t i o n in load-follow mode taking into n^.r/;:.*
the influence from ';he power grid to which thf power rt-j*ior.
i s connected.

- Development of a system for on- l ine analysis of p lan t d i s -
turbances which aims at identifying; the prime caure for th<--
disturbed p lan t condi t ions .

'+6. As a basis for the work at the Project within the reac to r
control f i e l d , a ctudy was undertaken to make an appraisal of the r t a m -
o f - t he - a r t and the development trends in power reactor instrumental: lor.
and control . The study w&3 aimed at maintaining an overview of th i? fir-] ' : .

GORE POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL

47. Work on core power d i s t r i b u t i o n cont ro l has been going or. at
the Pro jec t for several y e a r s . The object ive of the work i s ^o ar r ive at
appl icable methods and systems for control of the s p a t i a l power d i s t r i -
but ion j n the cores of la rge power r e a c t o r s . The work is motivated by
the des i r e fo r improved pow^r shaping c a p a b i l i t y and for b e t t e r systems
for con t ro l of the s p a t i a l power o s c i l l a t i o n s caused by the flux-xenon-
iodine processes in such reactors. The spatial instability aspect is of

particular importance for the load-follow capability of large PWE's.

48. The development of a core control system for large power reactors

is to a large extent dependent on simulation. Considerable work has been

devoted to the development of a three-dimensional core simulator capable

of predicting core power distribution transients with good accuracy.

Very valuable support has been obtained during this work from the German

research organization Gesellschaft fiir Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau

und Schiffahrt m.b.H. (GKSS).

49. The "adaptive core response matrix method" for static core

power shaping [1] has been further developed and tested in simulations

of power shaping in a small light water ship reactor core.

50. Work has started on the development of methods aimed at predic-
tive control of the core power distribution taking into account the

inherent core dynamics (flux-xenon-iodine process) and the control actions

during tne cdntrol period.

- 1 9 -



LWR Slow Transient Simulator COSMIC

51. The digital computer programme LETVAR, reported on in the 1975

Annual Report [2] has been further tailored to the specific needs of

simulating the core as "seen" by the core control system, i.e. the control

of the excess reactivity, and the reactivity and power distribution, both

on the fuel burn-up and on the xenon burn-up time scales.

^2. The excess reactivity control of FVR's is achieved in the first

olace by chemical shim, that is by varying the concentration of a soluble

neutral absorber, such as boric acid, in the coolant. Only at the beginning

of life of the first core burnable poison is used for this purpose. The

control rods are operated in banks which are inserted from above into the

core. Normally, the core is operated with all banks withdrawn except the

power control bank, which is slightly inserted (bewteen 5 and 25 %~), and

possibly part-length control rods. Reactivity control and control of the

power distribution during load cycling may be done with both boric acid

and control rod banks, depending on the overall strategy.

55. In BWH's the coolant is allowed to boil in the coolant channels,

which causes large variations in the coolant density (void) in the core.

Because of the requirement of a negative void coefficient of reactivity

and other reasons, chemical shim is not applied in BWR's. Fuel burn-up

is therefore compensated by a combination of fixed burnable poison,

removable poison curtains and control rods. The control rods, operated

in banks, are in the beginning of life inserted into the core from below,

compensating in this way both excess reactivity and the axial flux tilt

caused by the coolant boiling in the top of the core. They are slowly

withdrawn in a precalculated pattern as the fuel burns up. For daily load

cycling, the reactivity is controlled by the coolant flow which influences

the amount of boiling ic the core and thus the core reactivity worth of

the core void.

54. The modified LETWAH programme referred to with the name COCMIC,

is capable of simulating both R/R's and BWR's. The special EVR features

of chemical shim control and dynamic xenon redistribution are included,

as well as the special thermal-hydraulic model needed to describe coolant

boiling and its feedback on the power distribution in BWR's. Each, channel

is calculated separately and the flow distribution ie calculated iterati-

vely by requiring the same pressure drop in all channels,, E p n though the

coolant density effect as such is small in IVR's, the dependence of the

fuel temperature effect (Doppler) on the coolant density is not negligible

and a model for this is included.
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55. Special a t tent ion hao been given to allow for a flexible- circu-

lation of the power control system. At each time step i t :E ponr: :b !<•• r.o

specify upper and lower l i m i t s , position and pr io r i ty of each reac t iv i ty
controller* The programme searches i t e r a t ive ly for the posi t ion of *.he-
highest p r i o r i t y control ler which makes the reactor c r i t i c a l , thereby
adjusting the reac t iv i ty effect of that con t ro l l e r . If the reactor car^.o'.
be brought to c r i t i c a l i t y with the allowed control band of the f i r c t
con t ro l le r , the control ler with the next highest p r io r i ty takes over,
and so on. If two or more control banks have the same p r i o r i t y , they 'arr
automatically ganged together and run as one bank.

Power Distr ibut ion Shaping by the "Adaptive Core Response Matrix Method"

56* The "Adaptive Core Response Matrix Method" for s t a t i c cor<

power shaping and the use of that method for power shaping in the H3VH

and in a small IAffi core ( in simulations) have been quite extensively

reported on previously [ 1 , 2, j ] .

57. The method makes use of a s t a t i c , l inearised core model of the

form

5 (t^L,.- 5 (tQ) + f_£ [u(t1) - u(tQ)] /V

where q> is the flux or power density distribution vector, which can

contain in-core flux detector signals, as was the case in the experiments

with the HBWH, or e.g. calculated average core zonal power densities, u

is the controller value vector (can be control rod positions and e.g.

boric acid concentration), and 6i/6u is the "core response matrix". One

very important feature of this method is that the fij/fiu-matrix is adapted

to changing core conditions by on-line identification, on the basis of

observed flux or power density responses to known changes in controller

values*

58. The problem of finding controller values improving the power

shape from $ (t ) is formulated as a mathematical optimization problem :

Find u(t^) such that

J



i .-• ::...•;:"!.• ed, subject to

- S ^ o ^ < A V x

-• - -»\ --). desired

V- J(t^) given by the core model / V .

~>a% in these expressions, ?. is a specified desired flux or power

•i Irtributior., £ is a diagonal weighting matrix, E is a vector of constants,

•md P, . , it-, a specified desired total core power. The first constraint
desired e

states upper bounds on the flux or power vector components, the second

that the controller value changes shall be less than specified maximum

peroissible amounts, and the third that the core power shall be made equal

to a desired value. This is so-called "quadratic programming" problem,

being characterized by a quadratic objective function and linear equality

and inequality constraints. Ar algorithm for solution oT problems of this

class, named "Lemke's Complementary Pivot Algorithm", was adapted for use

in the control system.

60. This optimization problem is now solved repeatedly on-line,

and the calculated controller value changes are implemented on the reactor.

The second constraint in /5/ enforces that the optimization is performed

only over the validity range of the linearized core model. Between each

cycling of the optimization algorithm, the core response matrix (i.e.

the core model) is updated by executing an on-line identification algo-

rithm. For the latter purpose, a "recursive equation error" -type algorithm

has been used. Inputs to that programme are the measured (or estimated)

flux or power density responses to the implemented controller value changes

In this way the desired flux or power density distribution is approached

in a stepwise manner, while the interference with, the regulator for the

total core power is kept at a minimum (see below) and the local fluxes

or powers are maintained below specified bounds.

61. As a sample of the results obtained toy this method, the results

of some simulations of power shaping in a small light1"water snip reactor

core model are shown below. The core was ̂assumed .divided igj^contsfoi

zones, and 12 control rods were used as controllers (Fig. 4). A controller

for the total core power operating all 12 control rods simultaneously as

one bank was assumed present. The effect of that controller in the simu-

lations was that the control rod positions were adjusted as a bank to
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obtain the specified constant core power after each control rod reposi-

tioning performed by the power shaping (core control) system. The rod

rojr.tion adjustment by the total power regulator was kept at a minimum

•hrough enforcing constraint no. 5 in the power shaping system. The core

including the total power controller was simulated by the LEIWA.K coarse

zesh cede with 448 core nodes.

62, The results of two simulation runs are shown in Figuren 2 and 3.

In the case corresponding to Figure 2, a desired power distribution

(desired values for the average power densities in the 48 control zones)

known to be attainable and to correspond to a known control rod configu-

ration was specified. The Figure shows that the control rods were moved

stepwise towards the control rod configuration that was known to corren-

pond to the specified desired power distribution, and that the objective

function (called standard deviation in the Figure) approached the value

zero. In the case corresponding to Figure 3, a flat but obviously not

attainable desired power distribution was specified. We see that the

control rods were moved either almost fully in or fully out, and that the

objective function was reduced but levelled off at a value greater than

2ero.

PWR Core Control by Multistage Quadratic FrogrpmTninp

63« This approach aims at a predictive control of the core power

distribution. The control strategy for a period of time ahead (say 10-

20 hours) is calculated at a time. In the evaluation of the control

strategy, the inherent core dynamics and effects of control actions during

the control period are taken into account. The use of controllers and the

state of the reactor core are bounded with hard constraints. The control

problem is mathematically formulated as a quadratic programming (QP)

problem, consisting of a linearised core model with Xe-I dynamics, quadra-

tic objective function and a linear constraint set.

64. The control strategy has to be entered in terms of the free

injects to the QP problem :

a) number of time steps ;

b) linearization point and length of each time step ;

c) desired distributions of state variables : power, Xe, I,

and controller positions ; '• • '•

d) weights in objective function for power, Xe, I, controller

positions, and controller movements ;



e) naxiinum or minimum values for local power, Xe, and I or

linear functions of these ;

f) maximum and minimum values of controller positions and

movements during a time step.

65. The time dependent parameters can be used in an anticipatory

sense for controlling the distributions, when the expected power demand

and typical reactor behaviour are known.

66. The use of the control model requires the current power, Xe,

and I distributions to be known. They must be on-line estimated. The core

response matrix has to be either estimated or calculated. The control

strategy in the sense of the above items a) ...f) must be determined to

meet the requirements of the current reactor state, expected power demand

and reactor operation. Based on the typical behaviour of the reactor

during the expected power demand, different linearization points can be

used during different intervals of the control period. These intervals

may further- be devided into several time steps. The core response matrix
-' V •••'"'- %

for each .control interval has to be constant in the first predictive
i ;:':«•

calculatp&n. However, if an iterative solution scheme is used, some model

parameters and the core response matrices can be revised along the trajec-

tory ofgthe previous iteration.

67. * The control system could work in different modes for different

operational situations like fast power level transients, slow bulk Xe

reactivity compensation and suppressing of on-going spatial oscillations.

These modes would in practice mean different pre-evaluated strategies

in form of the free injects a) to f) above.

68.. . This outlined control syBtem could work as an advisor for the

power level control system, which would execute the control actions pro-

posed by this advisory system. The information to +;he power level system

could "be transferred in the form of time dependent controller setpoints.

69. She control sequence would be recalculated before the end of

the control period if operational requirements would change or the reactor

state would considerably differ from that predicted by the control system.

70. Computer programmes for calculating the linearised model and

transforming the control problem to the QP format have been coded and are

currently test-run together with the QP algorithms for solving the problem.

The neutronic coupling part of the linearized model and the linearization
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point information are calculated with the COSMIC (former LEIWAR) code.

rho resulting control sequences will be tested 08 the COSMIC code.

7". The present formulation is still a rather general one. Experienc

from more practice-oriented cases will be used to simplify the problem

formulation and to reduce the calculation effort.

PLANT CONTROL

72. The research performed during the 1973-75 programme period in

the field of load-following and grid frequency control of nuclear power

reactors is being executed in cooperation with AB Atomenergi of Sweden.

Within the framework of this cooperation, a control algorithm which

controls the generator power in a BWR power station has been developed

and investigated in simulations [4], The testing of the algorithm has

been performed with the aid of the STUDS-1 BWE plant dynamics model [5?.

This model simulates the dynamic behaviour of all main components and

circuits of a BWR power plant. The reactor core is represented in one

(axial) dimension, using both digital and hybrid technique for the solu-

tion of nuclear- kinetics, fuel dynamics and hydraulics equations.

Control Method

73. The control method is a direct application of the load-followin(

control concept previously developed at the Project, and is thus based on

"linear-quadratic" optimization theory and Kalmsn filtering theory with

the added "drift term" feature.

74. A control algorithm based on this method consists of two main

functional parts : the feedback matrix and the Kalman filter. In the

present study emphasis was put on studying the feedback matrix part of

the algorithm, while on the Kalman filter part nothing more was done than

just deriving an acceptable version.

75. The primary objective of the control system was to control the

generator power to the set-point. Furthermore^ the pressure should not

deviate too much from its nominal value* the fuel temperature should vary

smoothly and without large overshoots, and the control signals should

be within a realistic range and unreasonably fast changes should not be

demanded by the control system. '"



Results

76. The effect of changing the weighting coeff ic ients in the
performance function was s tudied "by choosing d i f fe ren t s e t s of coeff i -
c i e n t s , de r iv ing the corresponding feedback mat r ices , and t e s t i n g the
performances of the control algorithm with those mat r ices .

77* In the t e s t , the algorithm was coupled to the STUDS-1 BWE
plant model, and 10 percent s tep changes in the generator power setpoint
was in t roduced. The algorithm should then change the generator power to
the new se tpo in t ; f a s t , but without introducing undesired swings in other
v a r i a b l e s , e . g . pressure and nuclear power ( r e l a t ed to fuel temperature) .

78. I t was concluded from these inves t iga t ions that f a s t changes
of the genera tor power output are feas ib le by the proposed contro l concept
and can be performed without excessive t r a n s i e n t s in nuci^ar power (fuel
temperature) or presoure . I t has also been demonstrated t h a t the control
performance can be influenced in a desired d i r e c t i o n by varying the
weighting coef f ic ien ts in the performance funct ion .

79- However, the ex ten t to which severa l desired fea tures can be
achieved^simultaneously i s l imi ted by the p r o p e r t i e s of the process , l ike
for example the requirements on fas t turbine power increase and constant
p res su re , where a compromise has to be found.

80. The easy v a r i a t i o n of the function to be optimized including
the f e a s i b i l i t y to include additional terms and to penal ize non-measurable
quantities l i k e fuel temperature v a r i a t i o n s i s one of the main advantages
of the invest igated optimal control approach.

PLANT DISTtJRBANCE ANALYSIS

8*1. Riiclear power stations are complex industrial plants comprising
a large number of interconnected subsystems. The operation of the plant
requires aii extensive supervision and control system consisting of a
combination of automatic devices and human operators.

82, In plant disturbance situations, the reactor operator has to
deduce the plant status from the active alarms and decide upon appropriate
actions to'reduce the effects of the disturbance. This is often a diffi-
cult task because many plant disturbance situations can affect large areas
of the plant and thus initiate a large number" of alarms almost simulta-
neously.* In such, cases, the operator will have great difficulties in
deducing the prime cause of the trouble and in deciding upon the proper
actions to take.



^3. On-line plant disturbance analysis systems which can assist
the operator in plant disturbance situations, are therefore clearly
needed. Due to the large amount of input data to 3uch a system, and the
large number of logical deductions to be performed, the only practical
approach is to apply a computerised system.

84. During 197^ investigations of methods applicable for on-line
plant disturbance analysis were Initiated at the Project. This work which
is performed in cooperation between the Project and Laboratorium fiir
Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung, Garching, West-Germany, aims at the
development of a prototype plant disturbance analysis system which will be
implemented on the NOBD-computer at the HBWR. A joint work programme has
been outlined aiming at a pilot demonstration of the prototype system in
experiments at the HBWR in the autumn "1975.

Lay-Out of the Prototype System

85. The development of the prototype plant disturbance analysis
system is governed by the following requirements :

- The system shall perform a diagnosis based on the current
plant situation which reveals the prime cause for the distur-
bance and predicts the probable propagation of the disturbance.

- The results of the analysis shall be presented to the reactor
operator in a precise and informative way. Further, the ope-
rator shall be an active part of the system, thus enabling
the analysis system to request information from the operator
in certain situations. A computer-based interactive operator
communication system with advanced display and entry capabi-
l i t ies is therefore required.

- The system must nave a structure which makes i t possible to
change i t , e.g. according to alterations of,parts of the plant
or experience gained during plant operation. In other words,
the system must be able to "learn".

86. In Figure 4, a schematic diagram shoving the main components
of the planned prototype system is given- Based on the; process signals, an
event (alarm) pattern is generated* In. genera^., tp-f. pattern consists of
binary information, indicating boundary violations..an<| ot|ier alarm con-
ditions. The plant disturbance analysis module examines t;he event pattern,
and based on this pattern and a logical model of plant disturbance
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situations in the form of cause-consequence diagrams, the probable prime

cause for the current event pattern is determined. The analysis also

provides information on the probable further propagation of the dirtur-

bance situation. The results of the analysis are communicated to the

operator through the operator communication system. Based on this infor-

mation, the operator will decide proper counteractions.

87. A main feature of the planned prototype system is the learning

loop indicated in Figure 4. This loop makes it possible to change the

cause-consequence model, e.g. add or delete disturbance chains as opera-

tional experience with the plant is obtained. The cause-consequence model

generator is an interpreter which accepts data on cause-consequence chain:.

in a form (language) which is plant operation oriented and converts it to

the form compatible with the analysis programmes in the computer. In thi.-:

way, changes in the cause-consequence model may "be performed by plant

designers and plant engineers without forcing them to learn the structure

of the on-line analysis programmes.

88. The cause-consequence model generator will further perform

checks which test if the newly entered plant information is consistent

with the cause-consequence model presently in the system. If not, a

message is given, and the new information is not entered into the cause-

consequence model.

89. TJhê jjrototjrpe system will be implemented on the NOED computer

system at theAalden Project making use of the OPCOM-system for operator

communication.

90. In 1974 work on the different modules of the prototype system

was starred and in progress. The work at LBA, Garching, is concentrated

on development and coding of the cause-consequence model generator and

the on-line analysis modules.

91. [At the Halden Project, the work is concentrated on the imple-

mentation aspects, the interconnection to the OPCOM-system and the spe-

cif ication, and.( analysis of disturbance situations which may occur in the

Halden Eeactor..Based on this analysis, a cause-consequence model for

these disturbance situations will be formulated for use in later demons-

trations,, of $he prototype system at Halden.

Cause-Consequence Models of Disturbance Chains

92. The basis for the analysis of the disturbance chains in the

prototype system is a description of such chains in terms of cause-
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consequence diagrams [6], These diagrams are combinations of cause

diagrams, which contain information on the causes for an event, and

consequence diagrams which describe the possible consequences that the

event may lead to. During the work on plant disturbance analysis, the

technique described in [6] has been developed further, introducing new

symbols especially suited for application in disturbance analysis.

93. Ae an illustration of the technique, a simplified version of

the cause-consequence diagram concerning leakages from the main circuits

of the HBWE is shown in Figure 5.

94. Three alarms can occur in a leakage situation. Alarm i shows

increased radioactivity in the air in the reactor hall. Alarm 2 shows

that one or more of the humidity sensors has been activated and alarm 3

shows increased air pressure in the reactor hall. The possible causes for

the alarms are given by cause diagrams framed in dashed lines. On the

basis of the activated alarms, it is possible to deduce the possible

prime causes (symbolized by circles) which can lead to that specific

alarm pattern. Thus, if alarms 1 and 2 are activated, but not alarm 3,

then the probable prime cause will be a small leakage in the primary

circuit. If the various prime causes were given a priori probabilities

of occurrence, the probability of the various prime causes for an alarm

situation could also be evaluated.

95. After the alarms have occurred, the sequence of events will

follow an event path. The various lines in the event paths may be united

by gates or split by vertices. Hie only type of vertices which is shown

in this example is the "either"-vertex. This vertex splits the path into

one of two mutually exclusive paths according to whether a condition is

fulfilled or not. She event paths end in a final state (symbolized by a

hexagon-) or a transfer symbol (symbolised by triangles). The former is

a state where no further analysis is done, whereas the latter transfers

the path to another place in the diagram or to another diagram.

96. Messages to the operator are attached in various places of the

can be alarms or other information about the plant

iifeetangles) or they can be messages about actions

which"la-iê G$e*E&o£;feBhiili do^lhe method incorporates interactions between

the alarm^handling system and. the operator.

97. For example : after alarm 1 has occurred, the operator gets a

message that a test should be performed to check if the air contains

tritium. This is an off-line check, and the operator informs the computer



on the resu l t a f t e r a cer ta in time delay caused by the time necessary to

rerfomt the test .

"STATE-OF-THE-ART" APPRAISAL OF REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

9; . During 1975-74 a study was undertaken to make an appra i sa l of

the s i a t e - o f - t h e - a r t and development trends in power reac tor instrumen-

ta t ion and c o n t r o l . The study comprised l i t e r a t u r e s tudies as well as

information co l lec t ion through contacts with a l l the major LWR (suppliers

and several experienced nuclear u t i l i t i e s .

99. The purpose of the study was twofold : F i r s t l y , i t i s necessary

in terna l ly at the Project to maintain an overview of the r eac to r control

f ie ld in order to identify those areas within t h a t f ie ld to which the

continued research of the Projec t should be d i r e c t e d . Secondly, i t waa

thought t ha t a study of t h i s na tu r e , synthesizing the findings of recent

inves t igat ions and the year- long experience from research and development

work in the r eac to r computer control f ie ld of the Project s t a f f , would

be of interest to the Project participants.

100. Below a very short summary of some of the findings of the
"state-of-the-art" study is given. It is emphasized that? the viewpoints
presented are those of the individuals who performed the study.

101. In the general plant instrumentation area, the development haB
been, and is expected to continue to fee, evolutionary. Examples of
identified development trends are : further modularization, permitting
more prefabrication and factory testing and maintenance ; further use of
remote multiplexing and digital signal transmission {further miniaturiza-
tion in some, but not a l l , systems ; further separation and diversificatioi
in safety related systems.

102. In the in-core instrumentation area, large problems with

fixed detectors of both fission chamber Sui self-powered detector :typee
have been revealed. High failure rates, eej»e§iajLJLy pjf the, .fInjiature
fission chambers, heare been observed virtually
detectors, have been used. Sp^.'̂ j(»]JjlemB-<vTO^^
also been experienced with the travelling.;prol>e sygtems^-As )& capsequfgce
of these problems, large efforts are being • msi!ief¥eap;f gif&ly by :*J4espeacJigr
suppliers to improve on or develop alteJfo&tiviss to "the present in-core
instrumentation systems* :: ••&••!•'•>:? • • > ; • ? . - „ . > / - .
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103. Concerning plant regulation, if was found that some parts of
the present systems, e.g. feedwater regulation systems, may be inadequfiv
in some operating situations. There is a clear trend towards use of
computers for supervision and alarm functions, and also a trend, but lerr
clear, towards use of computers for closed-loop control. For the let ter ,
application to dedicated small computers seems actual.

104. The investigations revealed a large diversity of opinions and

practices concerning automation in reactor control systems. Generally,

Europeans seem to have faith in automatic systems while Americans *ake

a more reluctant attitude in this respect. It was concluded that the

most likely trend is towards further automation.

105. In the reactor protection system area, the US licensing author: • y

has recently adopted the position that the rel iabi l i ty of the present

systems is insufficient due to vulnerability to common mode failure. The

consequence of this will be revisions and extensions to the present pro-
tection system designs. Another interesting development in this area con-
cerns the use of computers in protection systems. I t seems as the approach

taken by those designers using redundant, dedicated mini-computers for

one or a few trip functions as a supplement to conventional protection
channels, has been most successful, and i t is considered most likely that
the further introduction of computers to reactor protection systems will
follow this line of development.

106. The most striking development trend in the control room design

area is the use of computer driven communication devices, e.g. CRT displays.

One reactor supplier after the other has recently announced "advanced"

control room concepts to a large extent based on such devices. Another
trend, i s the further use of prefabricated and factory tested control
room equipment modules.

107. In general, computers are becoming more and more important
components in reactor control systems. Already today, i t might be difficult
at many stations to continue full power operation without the support of
the on-site process computers. A reduction in plant performance will quite

certainly be necessary upon a major computer breakdown in the stations

of the future." In the computer systems, the trend is towards using more
hardware, for "instance dedicated mini-computers for special functions, to
increase the system reliability and simplify the software.



COMPUTER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS AKB APPLICATIONS

^Ot. Paring 1974 the work on computer systems has been concentrated

on the experimental investigation of the Operator Process COMasunieation

system (OPCOM), and on the development of the Project's computer facili-

ties into an integrated system with extensive intercomputer communication

capabilities.

109. For testing of the OPCOH-systeci, a control and supervision

system for the HBWR plant has been implemented on the NORD-1 process

computer. The HBWE plant has been operated through the OPCQM-syBtem both

during start-up and shutdown periods as well as during longtime power

operation, and comparisons of the OPCOM-system and a conventional control

room have been made.

110. An inter-computer communication unit has been developed, ensuring

an efficient and flexible utilization of the different computers and peri-

pheral units at the Project. This unit is based on the experience gained

from the development of the Decentralized, Modular Process computer

system (KEMP) reported on in the previous annual report [2].

111. A supervision system for the operation of the HBWR control rods

was developed during 197^. The purpose of the system is to ensure that

any single control rod inserted into the core has a reactivity worth

within the limit set forth in the safety regulations.

COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR CONTROL AMD SUPERVISION OF 'ME HBWR PLANT

112. For experimental investigation of the computer- and colour-TV

based operator/process interface, OPCOM an integral control and super-

vision system for the HBWR plant has been designed,and implemented on the

NORD-1 process computer configuration.

113. Beside human factor aspects such as picture payout, use of

colours, operator's console layout, distance between operator and TV-

display, etc., the performance of thei total -.system, is•̂ .$$fe$mxeh dependent

on the underlying software system feeding the operator with proper infor-

mation both on reqttest and automatically. The maximum amount .p.£ process

information simultaneously availablefor the operator is much ..less-in. a,

T7-display based control room than ia a cba^entianM; coafc^l jSQpnii and

an efficient plant disturbance analysis system is therefore highly desi-

rable. The requirements for short response times on operator's requests



and manipulations necessitate special efforts when designing the Kof.wiT'-
system, The constraints set by the available hardwarr- (CPU, ipnor.-, z.^r:
storage, access time, scan-interval for nrocenc variables, r-tc.'• w!"]
also to some extent influence the system design.

Software Design Criteria

114-. Based on human factor analysis, the available computer confi-
guration, and on the plant operating procedures, the following cr i ter ia
were formulated for the design of the total systom including the commu-
nication uni ts :

«- The number of control and supervision functions included in
the system must be large enough to assure a r ea l i s t i c expe-
rimental tes t ing of a computer-based control room.

- The transfer of plant operation from the conventional control
room to the computer-based control room, or vice versa, must
be easy and safe.

- All information presented by the system should be available
both on the reactor operator's desk and the reactor engineer1E
desk, but execution of active functions (operation of valves,
pumps, e tc . ) should only be possible from the operator 's desk.

- Free use of available TV-displays (no functional grouping)
i s required.

- Automatic monitoring of hardware and software performance and
immediate warning in case of malfunctions is required.

- 5toper and sat isfactory response; to operator 's requests must
be assured.

,- Slant disturbances should be automatically displayed.

entire Software system should be supervised and controlled
general"operating system of the NOHIM process computer.

•**• • ' 4 / . . • -* •

115* J ^Siaj^fjineiloas 'Of the, total system* such as scanning of plant
datat ac0ilS3tfe^|^0f trend data, conversion to engineering u n i t s , : ;e tc ,
are in principle Independent Of the operator/process communication.
However, the main philosophy applied in the design of the system was to
view the operator's requirements as the most important design criteria.



The software system was therefore based on function specifications as seen

froa the operator's point of view. Since these specifications prescribe a

rather flexible system with features as free use of TV-displays, automatic

updating of similar pictures on different TV-displays, independent use

of operator's console, use of TV-displays for addreseing, etc., this has

led to a rather complex software system.

116. The criteria for making a programme permanent core- or disk-

resident were based on considerations of necessary execution interval,

necessary response time, communication with other programmes, etc. In

principle * all «ore resident programmes and routines were coded in assem-

bler language to get an optimal object code since only a limited number

of core locations were available. The disk resident programmes were

partly coded in assembler and partly in FORTRAN. FORTRAN is not suited

for effective bit manipulations, and is also producing large overhead in

the object code. A considerable fraction of the disk resident programmes

was therefore coded in assembler language.

117. Beside the well-known advantage of modularization of programmes,

the data structure is of great importance for efficient operation of

complex software systems. A well chosen data structure facilitates

communication between different programme modules, and makes debugging,

maintenance and extensions of the software system easier. In the develop-

ment of the HBWR system efforts have been made in obtaining an efficient

data structure, and the main parts of the system is based on a list

structure.

118. The total software system is occupying about 120 K words for

programmes and internal lists atd 125 K words of external file storage.

In Figure 6 the system structure and the main software blocks are shown.

119. The implementation of the software system has shown that the

incorporation of a high degree of flexibility in the;use o€ the system,

strongly increases the complexity of the. system, ̂^ckiro;\!^is again

increases the time required for programming and debugging. Modularization

of both hardware and software is a must in order to kei|5t^e^1brtic1njre, r

as simple as possible, at the same time -meet iagf ' % S & r f ^ i S

flexible system* Howevery since^the

nication- system is the capabilities for

access to -a conmioi^data^TiaB/e'ris^reqM*^^

is a compromise which provides a pi
r a t i o n a n d d a t a c o m m u n i c a t i o n . •"'""« ••••• • • s«*- / 'v -6f ;^f •^<>kK?ivv:';iK-->¥vif-'



Fig. 6. Control and disturbance analysis system for HBWR

L Fig, 7, OPCOM communication equipment



OF THE COMPUTER- A-S& COLOUR DISPLAY BASED CONTROL ROOM

rrtHO'JGl! SXPKRIKOTA1 OPERATION OF THE HBVR PLANT

"•20. As a continuation o£ previous experiments [2], now and more
extensive experiments have been performed with the computer- and colour
display based control-roou., OPCOH. This system comprises a console with
predefined push-buttons, a Keyboard, and four colour TV-displays as
shown in Figure 7. All units are controlled by a minicomputer, which in
turn is connected to a main process computer.

1£'. The scope of the experiments was to compare the OPCOM-based
control rooni and a conventional control room, to demonstrate positive
features offered by colour TV-displays and computers, to identify possible
drawbacks in the system structure and to investigate human engineering

aspects.

Safety Evaluation of the E i

122. In. case of a stop of the computer system or essential parts of
i t , the conventional control room was able to take over immediately.
Wrong output signals from tbe computer could lead to stop of pumps or
undefired movement of valves. Such malfunctions are comparable with
failures of conventional components and faulty manual operation. Appro-
priate alarms were arranged for, both on the OPCOM display units and in
the conventional control roeffl t o give warnings in case of such irregula-
r i t i e s . ....

123. The conventional instrumentation was supervised during the
OPCOtT experiments, and the independent reactor safety systems would in
any case protect the plant -against adverse conditions. The*
set-up is shown in Figure 8» ]

One hundred and seventy digital inputs ctfit 'th& t̂tdj}jra6& Sense
type indicated contact closed fcr openW'bond^lons^^A^^eaaag'^ii^ Connected
between the plant sensor and the computer, to ̂
from the computer to the sensor-or tortile, e^we^fc3^@pM|N#iifcation
was passible. < ' \ «• JPf- $ f •*», %$j r *

125.-"* On hundred and twenty-nine analogue? i%>vf* siittw» vw»»f tead
via a f lyi i^ capacitor arraiigefflen* with reed-relay contatcta" su« î that no
direct connection from the computer to the plant sensor existed. A short-
circuit in the input channel could occur and the safety instrumentation
was therefore arranged such that this did not affect the main signal used
in the plant instrumentatioo*

A , - 38 -



126. A mode switch in the conventional control room had to be- in the

"computer" position in order to connect the output signals from the com-

puter to the plant. For the digital outputs four mode switches were used,

each for a group of corresponding devices (pumps, shut-off valves, and

control rods). A total of thirty-five digital output signals are connec-

ted to the plant.

127. Analogue output signals were used for the operation of control

valves. The control signal was provided either by the computer or by a

back-up device. Each controller had a computer/back-up switch in the

conventional control room. When the switch was in back-up mode-, the

computer automatically adjusts the output signal according to the back-up

signal.

128. The hardware configuration is a purely simplex system. An error

detection system was supervising both hardware and software. The operator

was informed about errors by messages on the TV-display, and on the

operator's console indicators showed whether the computer system was

operational or not.

129. Each alarm and message were tested for correct display by ope-

rating the prime sensor when possible, by changing the alarm limit or by

simulation.

130. A detailed education and training programme for OPCOM-operators

had been carriedSout. The programme consisted of lectures on computer

hardware and $g|||fare and descriptions of the implemented functions. The

education pro(sl|||Be included thirty-five hours of lectures and "on the

job training" hot operators with experience from the conventional control

room end an extended knowledge about the HBWR plant.

Experiments

13*1 • During the experiments, crews were present in both control

rooms. The crew in the conventional control room was responsible for safe

operation"Of the plant and operated the switches for transfer of control

to the OPCOM system. The conventional control room could easily take over

control at any time just by pressing push-buttons and operate toggle

switches.

132. Control and supervision of the HBWR plant through the OPCOM

system developed gradually from passive supervision, control of single

valves and pumps, start/stop of DDC loops, complete control of all plant
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variables at steady power, power ramps up and down until complete startur

and shutdown of tho plant were performed. The startup of the plant ir

shown in Figure 9 which is an extract of the recording of the reactor

power. All critical operating phases normally executed were performed such

as talcing the reactoi| critical, closing of the heating line, preparing

for steam delivery, change over from small to large steam line and vice

versa, and change of the operation of the feed water pumps from series

to parallel connection and y%c9 versa.

133. Performance criteria for the communication equipment arc- diffi-

cult to establish ; onp way is to compare the execution of similar tasks

in the two control rooms, gu,ch as startup and shutdown of the plant, etc.

During these prescribed tasks, observers were logging the operator's

actions as well as the work intensity in the two control rooms.

Experimental Results )

1J4. During the operation of the plant from the OPCOM control room,

a number of technical functional and ergonomic aspects were observed.

Not all observations are of general interest, some are still very vague,

while most of them need longer evaluation before they are reported on.

The following is a list of preliminary conclusions, based on observations

and discussions with the involved operators :

- Ihj,.. implemented functions satisfied, with few exceptions, the

requirements for operation of the HBWR plant under all normal

conditions.

- For experienced operators with process knowledge, a short

training period is sufficient (one hundred hours ?).

- Even for not so experienced operators, an easier introduction

to the process is: possible due to concentration and group

display of related information.

-The 'designer snoultf bje careful in overdoing the use of available

ORT*fmatures ; -colours, blinking intensity, messages in diffe-

rent colours, light in push-tnittons, etc. The simplest solu-

tion is often the best one.

- Bad design of picture layout will increase the requirements

fo^iq#edHT's,#hile careful composition of the different

formats meygive remarkable results with respect to hardware
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- One baa to pay special care to light conditions in the room.

Watching CRT's for a too long period at a time may be

exhausting.

- Some plant signals are not suitable for processing by the

computer system, and future control desks will possibly be

equipped with a number of directly connected instruments.

- The operator's console has turned out to be a "bottle-neck"

in the system. A number of improvements will be proposed.

Conclusions

experiments already performed and those planned axe expec-

ted to provide valuable data for investigation of the performance of

computer- and TV-display based control rooms. The outcome of this work

will not necessarily be specific, quantitative results concerning system

performance. However, by comparing the operation of the process performed

from the conventional control room and from the OPCOM control room valuable

qualitative results will be obtained, results which will form a basis for

further developments.

136. The hardware and software developments for the OPCOM system

did not aim at solving all problems concerning computer- and CRT-based

control rooms. Many subjects have uot been sufficiently investigated,

but *h? experiments are clearly demonstrating the potentials of this type

of control room.

COMMUNICATIOIP'^STEM BETWEEN HORD-1O, DEMP, AMD IBM-1800

137* A cjgpputer communication unit has been developed, ensuring an

efficient anff flexible utilization of the different computers and peri-

pheral units installed at the Project. This unit will fulfill the foresen

needs for data communication between the main computer configurations,

and will also to some extent allow sharing of important peripherals. The

layout of the integrated computer system is shown in Figure 10.

Design Basis

138. Thecommunication system described (see Figure 11) i s based on
the same principles as the global "input/output exchange developed for the
D E e i ^ r a i i a ^ (DEMP) [ 2 ] . However, the
e ^ ^ i ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e n ^ ^ ^ e n i ^ to,,a,modular multi-bus system, where
t|i|:! a|<ij^^ to new buses can be made
without affecting the rest of the system.



•*-i. ,:u .wji Lomt-iit ut IOJ. o;' a new '.raiiscciver unit completely defines

. n-. • .un-<v I'liiuiec'.ioiiE between different bus systems. The use of this

.• • ••.". K>w.- .• .i~!.-' J -f-rs - ;UJI: Hires - to bo distributed with connect ionn

• r : ..• or bus/next bus stretched out up to 5000 feet.

•0. The main function of the bus controller is to schedule the use

".: "he bur between the computers /groups of computers connected to it. 'Che

but controller selects requests for the bus by a sconcing mechanism ;

•*'••.-.•:: -u request is identified, all other requests Will be delayed until

:::c :••.:• ji-.-rat ion is completed ; this mechanism secures signal integrity

î "1. Vhen more than one computer has access to n burr, n problem

••.:•'.j.ec in the handling of interrupts from peripheral units on the bus.

':; the BEMP system, tiie interrupts are distributed to the computers that

initiated it, without affecting the other computers in the system. This

principle can very easily be extended into the multi-bus structure des-

cribed here. The interrupt controller on a bus will distribute interrupts

among the four systems connected to it. When a bus connection is serving

a group/multi-group of computers, the bus interrupt controllers will

resolve the interrupts on successively higher bus levels until the actual

bus connection is represented by a single computer.

142, In the DEMP system a new technique was introduced in the control

and handling of shared resources. The introduction of a hardware semaphore

into the system solved all problems concerning simultaneous request for

and use of shared resources. This technique has now been further developed

and seems to be an efficient and fail-safe solution to handling of shared

resources in multiprocessor systems.

143. As before, this new hardware semaphore solves the problems

concerning simultaneous requests for a resources', i.e. the mutual exclusic

problem. The techniques for implementing a queuing strategy has now been
worked out, allowing a not granted request for a resource to be queued
on the resource controller*

144. The importance of having error recovery facilities in a resource
handling system has been considered. An efficient solution with a self-
organizing principle has been designed*

145, The bus described ailows a f ait; a M ' Simple' c6mi&:feeiM»tb̂
communication system to be iâ Ientfcntedi Tne ?b6imunicatioa will'tie
blished by meafis of four "post-boxes" on th#sBiis* One unit diedicated



each of the involved computor systems.

1'M-.. 1^-1800 will be defined an two device.", on the bur. aii-i rni: ":

accented by any other computer oystem connected to the bus. Trio rionr.in
l i ty for IBM-"1800 to behave HE an active device, i . e . be able to ir.it i
a "dialogue" to another system has been considered ; the hardware
this f ac i l i t y has been tested and implemented.

Software Development

A software package cupporting the communication between the
two main computers, IBM-1600 and NORD-10 hac been developed and is
described below.

The software package is based on a master/slave principle,
where NORD-10 will always operate as the master and IBM-1&OO ac the slave.
NORD-10 will therefore always be in control such that all NORD-10 data
transmissions are started and terminated by NORD-10, regardless of which
direction that data is transmitted. IBM-1800 has a special request line
which interrupts HQRD-1O to indicate that i t wants to start a transmission
sequence. This unsymmetric solution was chosen both because of significant
differences in the hardware/software architecture of the two computers
and because of the possibility to have a well defined status for both
hardware and software at the start and the end of all transmission sequen-
ces, such that undesired time-windows and dead-lock situations can be
avoided.

149. Data will be transmitted in data blocks of variable length up
to three hundred and twenty words. A data exchange will s t a r t with the

transmission of an information block from NORD-10 to IBM-1800, and be

terminated with ,a block in the opposite direction, such that there are

always two blocte(liiv-olved in each data exchange sequence, but only one

of the blocksrwfS^contjain data to be used by the application programmes.

The second blogl^will contain system information only.

150. Data will be exchanged between pairs of application programmes,

which normally will exchange many blocks of data. One data exchange
seqjienee m&ifce:iijtterrupted by a new pair of application programmes,

which in each computer must have a higher priority than the previous
programmes. Ar;trsinfmisaion sequence can only be interrupted after the
completion of a block, i . e . after one block in each direction. When the
ifffijffler*pT*jft»T$y;ffi»jr>gi*iiihmaa have been completed, the in t e r rup ted sequence
Will autottittfeibaliy resiMe transmission at the point i t was interrupted.
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Fig. 12. Main structure of SORDtO/lBMlSOO communication software

IX Hmrdtuarr configtomtio* of the control rod monitoring system

.is.'



There is no limitation to the number of interrupt levels in the software

package itself.

151 • The main structure of the software package in rhown in Figure '2.

The organisation in functional modules is the same for both computer.?,

but the internal structures of the modules are different because of the

unsymmetric master/slave arrangement.

152. Presently the status of the system allows any communication to

be made between DEMP, NQRD-1O and IBM-1800. A flexible hardware connecting

HOBD-1 to the system is designed, allowing NOKD-1 to be located either

near the process I/O and OPCOM system, but 1200 m from the computer BUS

(same as for IBM-1800), or near the BUS ; i.e. 1200 m from the procecr

(HBWE).

CONIEOL ROD MONITORING

A supervision system for the operation of the HBWE control rode

has been developed. The purpose of the system is to ensure that any single

control rod inserted into the core has a reactivity worth within the

limit set forth in the safety requirements.

Hardware

A HM 402-S mini-computer was chosen for implementation of the

supervision system. The configuration consists of one CPU with 8K of core

memory (16 bits words), teletype, paper tape interface, and connection to

an expandable I/O bus. The process interface, which is connected to this

bus, consists of thirty-two digital outputs and thirty-two digital inputs.

In addition to normal digital information, this digital I/O also serves as

an analogue interface, i.e. specify multiplexer channels (64 channels)

and read results from the analogue-to-digital converter (10 bits)

(figure 13) • The computer is modified to facilitate automatic power fai-

lure restart, which has been found essential for continuous operation due

to a computer environment with much electrical noise.

155, Hie monitoring system is described in Part III of this report

(Reaefcof Operations).

SlBRVEY OP IM-1800 COMPUTER HARDWARE PERFORMANCE

Hardware failures that occurred during 197* are listed in

* The list includes the unit, the frequence of the failure and the



ch. ' .dovn t i c e f o r f a u l t f i n d i n g and repa ir . Scheduled shutdown time
nrr;.gr.ed to preventive maintenance and failures related to software
rrotiesf: are not included in the l i s t .

*--7. Tiio t o t a l downtime of for ty one hours corresponds to an

a v a i l a b i l i t y of 99-52 £ .

Table I

TBM-1800 PERFORMANCE DURING

Unit

Processor-Controller

1f-10 Disk Unit

2^02 Dual Tape Station

1132 Line Printer

1816 Typewriters

162? Plotter

Analogue Input/Output

Digital Input/Output

Total

Frequency
per year

5
11

1
15
3
5
5

50

System Downtime
(hours)

8.0

18.0

*.5

0.0

2.0

0.5

8.0

0.0

41.0

7 i. • •- I -
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PART II

FUEL RESEARCH AND TEST FUEL IRRADIATION
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IHTKODL'C'ITOI,'

1"3G» A t h o r o u g h uisdw.'Tiiii.vi ing; of '.he- i n - n i l t - :,'-h?wiG :i.r of r . ^ c l c s : 1

f u e l i n c l u d i n g v.M'ioui; ' hi-r::;.-i 1 , ::.'?c:h^:i. c a l , iif.. I ro:i i c , .-ir.d chc.-:.'.ic?ii

e H ' e c t n , i n i m p o r t a n t f o r :;:\f<: ,-jid r i - 1 1 ' i b l e f u e l dc-r.Lgn. The- !'•;•'• 1 TJTO-

a t t:he Hu lden P r o , , o c t in ni.'nod at inv i :v; ifyr. ; o ;•.:.• of •::.<:•'• •/•>:•: j

'iia through ox ten : ; iv r ut. i l i r . a t io r : of i r i -eoro in r t r i - r .on t r ';o r-;y:<v

d e s i g n c r i t e r i a and o p e r a t i o n a l procc-f-i'irer in obtr<i!: o:';/.:;?il :" :<-i r.""-rf

raarice.

T r r a d i n ' i o n o j ' : . c c c f a.-l ra^ii r - t i ' i y o f ' . ' ; ." : r '>1 :•<• r : ' v r-

under i r r a d i a t i o n lias c o n t i n u e d d u r i n g ^97^- ^'r* •-* j d i o r i-.avc co

mechanica l i n t e r a c t i o n plicnomena, proper ' , iet- of c l add ing znz< vi-~-

f u e l , thcrmodynEunic b e h a v i o u r of the fuel , ami f ine ion prod'ic*. r

160. Tiiore have been three natior irradi'-'^ion ricriodr:. Or.'' :'•' fnP

correepond ing shutdown periods has been of nhort diratioi, for :.::.:>r f •.: < •".

reshuffling and exchar.ge, the other two of longer duration for ::.:-..'cr

unloading/load ing operations.

161. Fifty-six different test fuel assemblies have been invtriiarcc

during the year, among these four rigs which had their fuel ro<;.r- rcpl-icec.

during shatdowris.

162*%•'&'• A series of special experiments-has alco been performed. P;c-i

rod centre temperature fluctuations have been recorded for the stridy of

fuel thermal dynamics characteristics. Local power transients have been

induced through He-3 control in special rigs for the study of fuel rod

behaviour under ramp operating conditions. Special fission gas pressure

measurements have been performed in a series of fuel rods in different

assemblies. Rod diameter profiles have been recorded, including in a new

rig which was installed near the end of the year for the purpose of

studying fuel rod behaviour under PWH operating conditions.

163. The irradiation and experimental activities have been supported

by post-irradiation examination and data evaluation and by development

and design work on new instruments and irradiation rigs, in particular



comprising f i s s i o n gas pressure gauges and eytensometers and the new high

pressure r i p mentioned above.

FUEL ROD DEFORMATION

FUEL ROD DIAMETER PROFILE (IFA-4041)

164. The f i r s t set of rods i r r ad ia t ed in the newly developed 3-rod

diameter r i g IFA-404, consis ted of two rods with in t e r f ace l u b r i c a t i o n

between fuel and cladding ( s i l o x a n e and g r a p h i t e , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) and a

refere-ice rod . Diametral deformations at mid p e l l e t pos i t i on (A) , p e l l e t

interface position (B) (ridge top), and the ridge heights (C) are plotted

versus rod average heat rating in Figure 14. The curves represent mean

values over the rod length (20 mid-pellet positions and pellet interfaces)

obtained from S selected measuring runs during the first power cycle. The

following conclusions may be drawn :

- The ridge development and maximum heights of the ridges were
similar on all rods, the reference rod showing sumewhat smaller
elastic and plastic deformations.

- The local radial strain was significantly larger than the

mean axial strain values derived from simultaneous elongation

measurements.

- The radial deformations at pellet interface positions were

about twice those at mid-pellet positions. This means that

in small clearance rods containing dished pellets, ridge

heights calculations must take into account the axial forces

transmitted across the pellet-pellet interfaces and the radial

forces induced at these positions.

- A major part of the radial deformations remained plastic after

the first power cycle, partly due to the small clearances and

the relatively ductile cladding material used (fully annealed).

165. The results of diameter measurements performed at a burn-up of
2300 NWd/t oxide can be summarized as follows :

- The mean values of the ridge heights were similar at full and
zero power on all rods.

- No additional radial plastic deformation had occurred after
the first power cycle. ' '
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Fig. 14. IFA-4041(UP). Diameter
deformation! at mid-pellet
position (A), pellet interface
(rid±t fop) position (B), and
the ridge height! (C) vs. rod
average heat rating (lit power
cycle)
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- During power changes, the cladding expanded and contracted

elastically only, and with the some amount at mid-pellet and

pellet interface positions.

FUEL ROD PERFORMANCE DURING LOAD-FOLLOW OPERATION ^TPA-229TV (N}7

''66. A study of pellet-cladding mechanical interaction under power

cycling conditions was initiated. In order to vary the power of the fuel

rod rapidly, the TPA-229 rig which is fitted with a He-3 power control

system, was utilized.

167. The fuel rod was maintained at a low power level (230-250 W/cm)

during the initial irradiation period. The history of the power cycling

tests is summarized in Figure 15. Following a reactor shutdown, power

was increased to 590 W/cm by a normal reactor ramp. Then ten power cycles

between 225 and 390 W/cm were executed at a rate of 6 V/cm/mtn. in both

directions with a holding period of 10 minutes at the high and low power

levels. This was followed by a single power cycle using the same proce-

dure, but with a holding period at low power of 9 hours to simulate a

day/night cycle of a nuclear power plant. Full power was then resumed for

1^ hours before reactor shutdown.

168. Measurements showed that only elastic elongation of the cladding

occurred throughout the test, and that fuel-cladding interaction occurred

at power levels in access of 320 W/cm. In addition, Indications were

obtained of compressive creep of the UOg fuel at higa power under the

influence of cladding restraint. The test is being continued3*;:̂

FUEL ROD PERFORMANCE UNDER OVERPOWER CONDITIONS ^ T F A - 2 2 9 1 1 1 0 D A 0 7 1 1 (G)7

169. A third experiment in,tthe prototype pyerp<|||r test fig IFA-229

was performed, wita a high burn|\ip fuel rod previous^-irradiated in the

test assembly IFA-IJI (I). The werage lineal pbvrer^ the rod was,

increased from 250ffco 450 W/cm over a time period of- £6 minutes. The

progress of the experiment is Blown in Figure 16. No indication of failure

was obtained.

170. Figure 17 shows the linear heat load profiles over the fuel rod

during its previous .irradiation period as well as during the ramp expe-

riment. It shows 'thit th| upper" end of the fuel rod, with a burn-up of

ca. 25000 Mtfd/t U p ^ has been subjected to a power increase of 100-150 W/cm

without failure.



In the German 4-rod rig IFA-407, a second set of rods was ramp

tested. These rods were previously irradiated in IFA-172 and IFA-17J. When

transferred to IFA-40? they were irradiated at an average linear heat

rating of approximately 270 W/cm to accumulate an additional burn-up of

about 1500 HWd/t prior to ramp testing. The experimental procedure for

the individual rode wae different from that in the IFA-229 test as rod

power wan raised in three equal steps with a holding time of 90 minuter

prior to the next step. After the last step, each rod was kept at 600 W/cn.

for about 18 hours.

172. The experiments were terminated after simultaneouc Irradiation

of the four rods at 450 W/cm for 80 hours.

175. With thin test sequence the four rods were irradiated without

indication of fuel failure. Ramp tests on these rods will be repeated

after they have accumulated an additional burn-up of 2000 MWd/t at

250 W/cm.

"17^- In both these rigs (IFA-229 and -407) the rods are brought to

their starting power through reactor power control. Overpower ramps are

then produced through a combined action of res-rtor power and local power

control by means of a He-3 neutron absorber system.

STRAIN RELAXATION IN FUEL RODS AFTER POWER TRANSIENTS /TFA-40711 (G)J

During the IPA-407 ramp tests described above, cladding elon-

gation was measured at short intervals. As a result, a study of cladding

straiwrelaxation after power increases could be initiated. The first

resjjjpis indicate that the induced cladding strain decreases exponentially

wifiifelapsed time :

• - • l - k . e'kt

In the case of IFA-40? this is valid for all four rods after all 3 ramps

during the first 20 minutes. It appeared that the relaxation constant X

was largest for the first ramp and decreased with subsequent ramps, again

for £11 four rods. In addition, the measured data showed a linear relation

between'tEe inst̂ iiitaDious velocity of relaxation and its driving force,

the "latter being defined as the difference between the momentary strain

and' free thermal expansion of the cladding.
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^76. The importance of a thorough knowledge of the strain relaxation

mechanism is evident. Taxis work ia therefore being continued and the

scope enlarged with special emphasis on establishing rate limitations

for power ramy operation.

FUEL ROD DEFORMATION ANALYSIS THROUGH FINITE EI£HS!T METHOD

177. A Finite Element Method (FEH) technique is being developed for

detailed analysis of fuel rod deformation data derived from Instrumented

fuel rods irradiated in HBWR. For this purpose an existing elaatoplastic

FEM programme for plane problems was modified to include also thermo-

elastoplastic problems. This programme was further developed into the

therao-elastoplastic axisymmetric programme PEMAXI.

'73. This computer programme was checked by solving the axisymmetric

elastoplastic deformation problem of a hollow sphere with internal preaau-

risation for which an exact analytical solution is known. The stress

distribution across the shell and the displacement calculated by the

FEM method agreed quite well with the exact solutions. Figure 18 shows

the comparison for the displacement of the inner surface of the sphere.

179. For the application of two-dimensional FIJI to fuel modelling,

two approaches are followed. The first approach is to treat the pellet

and cladding as an integral system, i.e., the stress and strain in the

cladding are obtained by examining fuel deformation and pellet/cladding

interaction as a function of burn-up. ;.„

180. Using this approach three different calculations were performed.

The first concerned the thermoelastic deformation Of a UO3 pellet with

the pellet length as parameter. 2ae calculated general deformation was

in good agreement with Teeder's calculations [7], and the relation between

pellet length and ridge height showed the same tendency asl that observed
OB 1 1

181. A comparison was also made betweeg_f],a-t.,ivej(id,ed. and dished ..pellets

with respect both to thermoelast.ic deformation and the effect of axial

loading on ridge.toeightr.;Jiit1ile ?difference 4n ttoejn&aelastic deformajbion

was found, h e ^ e a Aishe^aztf. f^Kfc,,ma«4 p.«pj|ij(B;*.,,JMEt|flR. the.,,seciati|jorcep

were exerted, however, nidging j ^ the, t}mt-^^%^^^7^^<^^f^»t

in the unloaded condition while«i:idging of the disfeed: peljet became: more

pronounced, in agreement with experimental observatione, «



Fig. /&, Comparison ofFEM with exact
solution for displacement of the
inner surface of an intenujliy pres-
surized sphere
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IH2. Figure 19 shows a comparison between the measured cladding

diameter profile of IFA-227 and the corresponding FEM calculation at the
interface of a large and a snail diameter pellet . The large discrepancy
is probably caused by the presence of the fuel-cladding gap in the expe-
riment, which is ignored in the FTSM calculation. A subroutine for treating
pellet-cladding contact is being developed to improve the agreement.

i(?3. Some studies have also been made of cladding deformation using

a second FEK approach which is an empirical treatment for overpower

failure analysis. Using data obtained from diameter measurements, an

axisymmetric FEM calculation is performed to obtain axial stress distri-

bution in the cladding. This will give the ratio of stress at the cir-

cumferential ridge peak to that at the mid-pellet position for the given

linear heat rate. Stress concentration is the cladding at a radial pellet

crack may be calculated by a plane FEM programme for the mid-pellet

position, and the stress condition at the ridge is then obtained by

applying the above ratio. Th.e calculation is continued until plastic

instability occurs.

1S4. Using this approach some calculations were conducted on the
elastoplastic deformation of a cladding tube due to internal band loading.
A band width of 3 sun was chosen. Band loading simulates the stress from
the pellet end ; for the simulation of the stress from the mid-pellet,
general internal loading was applied over the whole length of cladding.
The ratio of band load to general load was determined by several tr ials
to fit the measured diametral deformation at ridge peak and mid-pellet
positions in IFA-404 . In the fitting procedure, the internal load was
gradually increased to the highest value and then decreased.

185. As an example of the results, Figure 20 shows the ridge shape

during the elastic and plastic stages of the deformation. The ridge shape

at maximum loading (plastic deformation) was found to be Unchanged after

unloading, and the residual ridge is wider than that calculated by an

elastic model. The ohoioe of 3 mm band load width in the elastoplaetic
calculations was based on earlier results from an elastic.;model which
produced good correlation, with measured ridge widths. These elastoplastic
calculations show that the effective band load width must be less than
3 mm to produce the measured residual ridge widths,. •, v , -

FUEL DEHSIP1CAII0H £t&k-4&\JI (HE^ '

186. Last year an experiment was started to measure in-pile fuel
densification through fuel stack shortening. The experiment consisted of
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12 rods with thermal stability oi' the fuel, fuel density, and heat load

as the main parameters. The rods are irradiated as the second loading in

the IPA-4O1 base irradiation rig. A detailed description of the experiment

together with the firBt results were reported in [2]. Preliminary main

conclusions were that dens i"f feat ion is fast, occurs for all fuel types

under investigation, is independent of power,and is virtually completed

within a burn-up of 4000 MWd/t oxide.

187. In order to study the compensation of densificetion by fuel

swelling and possibly describe the swelling process, irradiation of the

rode was continued throughout 197^• Figures 21 and 22 show the results.

Apparently, fuel densifioation continued in rods 204 and 206, both con-

taining 87 % dense, thermally stable fuel, although all other fuels

including 8? % unstable (rod 206) reached saturation long before.

188. Measurements on rods 205 and 208-211 have become unreliable due

to the extensometerc operating outside their respective calibration ranges

Irradiation, however, will be continued and measurements performed with

the remaining six extensometers in order to register expe-cted swelling

:endencies, which are definitely not apparent up to burn-ups of

11500 MWd/t.

TENSILE STRENGTH Of IRRADIATED CLADDING MATERIAL

189- Tests have been performed on 4 mm wide ring tensile samples cut

from irradiated and unirradiated material. The irradiated samples were

taken from fuel rods irradiated at heat ratings up to 700 W/cm and burn-

up between 1600 and 53300 MWd/t.

190. The testing was performed at room temperatures and at 280°C.

The test results are illustrated in Figures 23 and 24.

191. The burn-up values used are the assembly average values. The

fast fluence.in the cladding has been estimated based on multigroup

spectrum calculations, resulting in a conversion factor of

2 ;/

x 1016 g ^ (E > 800 keV)

192. The results illustrate the well known tendency for irradiation

damage saturation with fluence. Another observation is that the room

temperature strain; hardening capability as expressed as difference

between ultimate tensile strength and. yield strength continues to decrease

with fluence, while this difference is almost constant for all irradiated

samples tested at 280°C.
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FUEL THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

DETERMINATION OF FUEL THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS THROUGH EYHAMIC TEMPERA?URL

MEASUREMENTS

193. Eue to new fuel design criteria related to fuel temperature

behaviour under adverse cooling conditions, accurate knowledge of the

thermal characteristics of the fuel at different operating conditions

and at different burn-up values has become increasingly important.

Studies of the fuel temperature dynamics may provide useful

information on how the heat transport characteristics of a fuel rod are

changing under operation. Investigations have started as to the feasibility

of determining transfer functions from neutron flux to fuel temperatures

at the Halden Reactor using noise analysis techniques, as temperature

response to a reactor power ramp proved to be too inaccurate for detailed

analysis.
*

195. For the application of the noise analysis technique a system

has been developed consisting of the fast scan system of the IBM-1800

process computer for the data collection, and a programme system providing

auto- and cross-correlation functions, power spectra and transfer func-

tions from the noise recordings. The heat transfer function of the fuel

rod is calculated from the power spectral densities.

196. Preliminary experiments showed that the cross-correlation

functions were calculated by the process computer with good accuracy,

and the reproducibility for calculations made for different noise record-

ings was very good.

197- As the phase shift of the transfer function is unique, this

quantity was, analyzed in two series of test measurements performed at

8.2 MW reactor power and with a duration of 3 hours. Neutron flux and

futel thenpocouple signals were recorded on analogue tape and then analyzed

by £ ,.de.dics$fd m|ni-cpmputer system at GKSS, Geesthacht, Germany. Figure 25

shows.,the&measured phase shift <p, averaged over the two runs, together
with (p-values calculated from

- artg (2nfTg)

^ iai ̂ requeiicy and T,. ap^ Tp are t h e t ime cons tant s of f u e l rod and

t h e r m o c o u p l e , ' r e s p e c t i v e l y « SB e s t imated from experimental d a t a .



19S. These t e s t measurements show that i t i s possible to determine

accurately the phase of the t r ans fe r function between reac tor power noise

and fuel rod temperature. The in t e rp re t a t ion of the experimental data by

a point model of the heat t r ans fe r dynamics together with the frequency

response c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the thermocouple i s adequate in the frequency

region analysed.

MEASUREMENTS OF STORED HEAT IN OPERATING FUEL RODS

199. Studies have been i n i t i a t e d aimed at determining the stored

heat in fuel rods by measuring the change in fuel centre temperature as

a function of time following a reac tor scram. Stored beat in the fuel can
be calculated from fuel volumetric mean temperatures and spec i f i c hea t .
3y u t i l i z i n g temperature measurements from fuel rods already operat ing in
HBWE, i t appears possible to obta in useful information on t h i s subject
for po ten t ia l applicat ion in LOCA (Loss Of Coolant Accident) ana ly s i s .

200. In the i n i t i a l experiments, reac tor power was reduced from

8 PIW to e s s e n t i a l l y zero within 0.8 seconds through a "slow" scram.

During the coolingsperiod s igna l s from fuel centre oxide thermocouples

in 16 fuel r o d s , 'a neutron de tec to r of the prompt responding t y p e , and

the bulk coolant temperature were loggia with a frequency of 2 per sec .

To ensure r e l i a b l e co l lec t ion and effect ive treatment of the experimental

data , a "dedicated" computer programme was worked ou t .

201. The measurements showed a general t rend of fas te r temperature

drop, subsequent to the scram both with smaller gap and with smaller fuel

rod diameter.

202. O.u the basis of the fuel centre temperature measurements in

a 0.40 mm clearance rod, s tored heat has been calculated as a function

of time a f t e r scram. The r e s u l t i s shown in Figure 26. Calculat ions both

by c l a s s i ca l d i f f e r e n t i a l equations and by a radial-node computer model,

indicated t h a t the general shape of the r a d i a l temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n

in the fuel does hot change s ign i f i can t ly upon cool-down. As a r e su l t . /

the decrease in fuel centre temperature and i n stored heat under normal

cooling condi t ions , can be described by a common curve as in Figure 26. '

203. In an ordinary scram* the heat transfer coefficients fuel-to-

cladding and cladding-to-coolant decrease with time after the scram. In

a potential, loss of coolant accident, the heat transfer coefficients will

change more rapidly. Variations in the heat transfer coefficients will

influence the rate of decrease of stored heat in fuel rods. Because a
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normal scram has the highest heat transfer coefficients, the decrease

of stored heat after scram shown in Figure 26 represents an upper liait;

for this particular rod with its design parameters and irradiation hlntory.

Further experiments of this kind are planned.

FISSION GAS RELEASE FROM FUEL PELLETS

204. An analysis fcas been nade of in-rod gas pressure data measured

during irradiation under equilibrium release conditions. It was shown

that for longlived and stable fission product noble gases, the release

fraction can be related to the axial average fuel centre temperature by

a simple exponential expression. At the same time, another approach showed

that the release data can also be described by equations derived from

simple diffusion theory. Subsequently, these data have been usad for

comparing predictions by four different release models.

205. Ae the data concern operation at relatively high heat loads,

i.e. axial average fuel centre temperatures in axcess of 1600 °C, they

do not cover the range of normal power reactor operation. Therefore, the

scope of the work was extended to include release data obtained from

puncturing tests on fuel rods irradiated in -fche Halden Reactor. Prelimi-

nary results of analysis of those data are presented in the following.

206. Fuel temperatures were calculated with the computer programme

"FUEL TEMP". Ho corrections were applied for irradiation induced effects.

In cases where insufficient data were available or where no calculations

were performed, fuel temperatures were estimated by comparison with cal-

culations- for rods of similar design. All fuel consisted of UOp pellets.

Hie fuel .temperatures were calculated according to the average linear

power diia?iJig u&e 'last thousand MWd/t of the irradiation.

207. In Figure 27, the measured release fractions are plotted as a

function oT the average fuel centre temperature. For comparison, the data

der^ed 'from the in-pile fission gas pressure measurements are included.

The simple exponential relation found earlier at high temperatures does

not extend to lower temperatures. Instead, a smooth curve is obtained.

Except for a few cases, all measured release fractions fall within a

factor of ,2 f*om this curve. With this reservation, the curve may be

used'.,for̂ |̂a*edî t3|ire purposes, pie accuracy is better in the high tempe-

rature range. Ho temperature independent release is observed at low tem-

peraturesv A more detailed analysis Of the fuel temperatures will be

necessary for evaluation of the influence of fuel design parameters and

irradiation history. -,
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208. If simple diffusion theory is applied, an effective diffusion

coefficient, D, can be calculated from the release fractions, f, and the

irradiation times, t, according to : ' • ,, »

209. Figure 28 is an Arrhenius pXot of V values obtained in this

way from the measured release data. Apparently the release of ©liable

fission gas from UOg can be described fairly"well by simple, diffusion

theory, except again for a few cases. There iff excellent agreement between

the pre-exponents and activation energies derived here and those derived

earlier from the fission gas pressure measurements alone. Surprisingly,

the earne diffusion parameters seem to be applicable over the whole range

covered by the experimental data, i.e. for axial average fuel centre

temperatures from 75O°C up to the melting point. Although there will be

differences between the actual fuel temperatures during irradration and

those calculated and used in the present evaluation, this is not expected

to drastically influence the main results.

PRIMARY HYDRIDING FAILURES

210. The first moisture experiment in the 1973-75 fuel programme has

been performed with tl

rods in two clusters.

been performed with the test rig IFA-401 (HP), containing twelve fuel

211. The rods were irradiated between September 1972 and February

1973 to an average burn-up of 850 MWd/t. The main objective is to examine

the validity of the,theory put forward where it is suggested that the

partial pressure of moisture vather than the total amount is the critical

parameter for•sunburst failure. For the failure/non failure boundary, a

value of 2 ,mg HpO/cnP 66id void was tentatively suggested. The free volume

inside the fuel Tods was therefore varied, ir. addition to the moisture

content and the surface treatment of the cladding, which was either

pickled or sandblasted.-All rods had an addition of fluorine of 30 ppm

in the form of UF« * * 3/* ̂ SU3 powder in a central hole in a pellet located

aboiit 1/3 fffom the bottom of the fuel stack.

212, Post irradiation non-destructive, inspection, comprising diameter,

eddy current and gamma scans, snowed that :

..-. /blisters were formed on three, and possibly four of the seven

- rods with inoisture concentration in excess of the failure

boundary (2mg H20/cnr)
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- blisters wore formed both on picklet and sandblasted surfaces.

The experiment does not allow a detailed discussion on the

relative resistance of these surfaces

- "supor-ridges", i.e. unusual ridges were formed at both ends

of the pellets where the UF^ • 3/u H-0 was added. This seems

to be a combined effect of the fluoride addition and moisture

us the height of the "aupcr-ridges" seems to increase with

moisture content.

These observations are largely in agreement with, or not

contradicted by, the earlier evaluation. The occurrence of the "super-

ridges" does, however, complicate the assessment of the observations.

21'*• Based on the non-destructive testing a total of eleven samples

were cut from th^ cladding of four different rods for metallGgraphic

examinations. A transversal cut at a super-ridge revealed no unusual

cladding appearance except for an 8 % reduction in wall thickness at the

ridge, near the pellet/pellet interface. The appearance of some of the

sunburstc is shown in Figure 29. It is noted that the two bursts in

Figure 29 do not have the normally observed spherical shape, but are rather

uniform in thickness over the width.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

SELF COMPENSATED DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMER

215. It has been demonstrated earlier that the response from a

differential, transformer within wide limits can be made independent of

the influence of primary excitation current and frequency, of ambient

temperature and^number of turns in the coils through application of the

formula (8,9)

where F(x) now is found to be a function of core position alone, and

e- and ei are voltages from the two halves of the secondary coil. The

method requ^ies connection to the mid-point of the secondary coil. Labo-

ratory tests confirmed the validity of *~h.e principle.

216. In-pile testing of such differential transformers has been

going on during the year, and: experience with these sensors has been

very*positive* ;

- 6 7 -
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MAGNETOSTRICTTVE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

217. A pro to type p r e s s u r e t r ansduce r , based upon t he magnetos t r i e t
p rope r t i e s oJfî KfiJX 410 s t e e l , h a s been made and t e s t e d , o u t - o f - p i l e . Dati
an the magnetos tx ic t ive p r o p e r t i e s of the m a t e r i a l used in the design wi
obtained experiment a l l y u s i n g an arrangement as shown in Figure 30.

2^8. The t e s t specimen and the loading arrangement (not ohown) wer<
made so as t o minimise s t r e s s eoiicientrations and non-axial s t r a i n s . The
coi l arrangements ensured t h a t the magnetic f i e l d and the s t r a i n were
p a r a l l e l . Secondary vo l tagfa , wer^f^measured for severa l e x c i t a t i o n curre
of ^00 H2 fo r each value of t h e applied f o r c e s . All measurements were a
room tempera tu re . The loading cycle was as follows : 1) s t a r t i n g at
minimum load and inc reas ing t o maximum t ens . le load, 2) s t a r t i n g at max
t e n s i l e load and decreas ing t o minimum l o a d , 3) s t a r t i n g a t minimum loa
and inc reas ing to maximum compressive load , and 4) s t a r t i n g a t maximum
compressive load and decreas ing to minimum l o a d . The r e s u l t i n g s t r e s s e s
were always wi th in the e l a s t i c l im i t of t he mater ia l* i,»

219. Analysis of the measured da ta resu l t ed , i n diagrammes as shown
in Figure 31, giving sensitivity and linear strain range as function of
excitation current.

220. Based on the measured data, a prototype pressure transducer,
shown in Figure 32, was fabricated and tested. The main purpose was tc
study the feasibility of applying the magnetostriction of AISI 410 to
pressure measurements and to see whether the prototype transducer woulc
function properly. The whole body of the transducer was made of AISI 4'

221. The rings, made of austenitic (non-magnetic) stainless.steel
were installed later because initial tests reve^i^d that internal pres?
rization created air gaps between the cylinder and the centre post,

••'. ,•"} , v i e '
thereby making the output non-linear. The rings ;Jiiept̂ fĥ e> cylinder in
contact with the post, and consequently minimized the problem.

222. The response of the transducer was calculated based upon the
experimentally obtained magnetostrictive data and thejmagnetic field
aligned strains in the cylinder. This is shown in Figure 33 together w
typical measured response lioth with and, without,•• thte^aii" gap miaimizing
rings. ..-.-;• . • .

223. The'output voltage changes significantly, as would be expect
when an air gap is inserted in a magnetic path through Internal pressu
zation. Minimizing this gap by applying the rings, produces rather goo



correspondence between measured p .d calcula ted va lues . Temperature effect::
were also examined, and d r i f t s of the zero pressure signal and the sens i -
t i v i t y due to temperature v a r i a t i o n s were observed. The change in offset
vol tag) wee about + 25 % from room temperature to 2/+0°C, and that of the
s e n s i t i v i t y seemed to be about the same.

22't. The d r i f t in the offse t voltage can, however, be cancelled out
by d i f f e r e n t i a l l y connecting the output to tha t of another transducer or
reference t ransducer ; and the self-compensation technique may provide
aorae compensation for ne rmi t iv i ty d r i f t . The a i r gap problem can be
eliminated by proper des ign .

IN-OORE EXPERIMENTS WITH BELLOWS PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

225. Figure 34 shows a simplif ied sketch of a new type f i s s ion gas
pressure t ransducer . The pressure to be measured compresses an in te rna l ly
evacuated bel lows, and the magnitude of the compression i s measured by a
d i f f e r e n t i a l transformer, wired for the self-compensation technique,
(see above : "Self Compensated Di f fe ren t ia l Transformer"). The f e r r i t i c
core of the transformer i s welded to the be l lows . The t ransducer can be
pressur ized from outs ide the r eac to r , while an end stop within the bellows
l imi t s compression. A prototype of the new pressure t ransducer has been
i r r ad ia t ed in a t e s t fuel assembly since December 1973.

226. The t ransducer has been fu l ly pressur ized more than 15 times,
but i t s normal s t a t e has been at atmospheric external p r e s s u r e . An i n i t i a l
3 % decrease in the t ransducer s ignal at the end stop p o s i t i o n remains
unexplained.

22?. Per iodic r e c a l i b r a t i o n has been performed during t h i s per iod.
The accuracy of these measurements may be as good as i 1 %. The r e s u l t s
of the c a l i b r a t i o n are shown in Figure 35 . Nearly a l l the po in t s l i e
inside a band of 2 kp/cm , which in tu rn means tha t the combined l i n e a r i t y ,
hysteresis and stability are within i 3 # of full range.

228. Three additional bellows-type fission gas pressure transducers
have been installed in the test fuel" assembly EPA-421 (Ja), which was
loaded into the reactor during the fall 19?^ shut-down. Their construction
is basically similar *o> that of the prototype with the following excep-
tions :

1) the bellows material is stainless steel,
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Fig. 34. The prototype bellow* fission
gas pressure transducer

Fig. 36. Fif$h m-pUe taUbntion of bellows
pressure transducer (IFA-421/PF-3)

Fig. 35. Calibration data for the bellows fission gas
pressure transducer during Me experimental irradiation
period . .



2) the measuring range of the bellows is about 90 Icp/cm , and

5) the differential transformer core holder is guided through

a graphite bushing.

Two of these transducers are welded to fuel rods and are measuring actual

fission gas pressure. The third is constructed for in-pile recalibration

capability, just as the prototype, and has been recalibrated a total of

five times, the results from which are shown in Figure 36.

229. The one point that lies outside the total error band is a

measuring error caused by not taking into account the ten second time

constant of the measuring circuit. All other points lie inside the error

band of - 0.6 kp/cm^ (- 0.7 % of total measuring range), which includes

hysteresis* non-linearity, and unavoidable measuring errors. The hysteresis

seems to decrease with increasing number of calibration cycles, and has

for the prototype reached an essentially constant value about a third of

the initial. The hysteresis of the new test transducer mounted in IFA-4-21

also shows a decreasing trend, but there are too few points to predict

the final value.

230. The bellows in the prototype transducer was especially fabricated

for in-core stability at HBWR conditipns. It showed very little change

from initial laboratory calibration and insignificant temperature sensi-

tivity. The IFA-421 transducers were made from off-the-shelf bellows,

which received no further treatment before or during assembly. Data so

far show a temperature sensitivity in the zero-offset, which corresponds

to that predicted by the transducer geometry and the coefficients of ther-

mal expansion of the materials used. There appears to be no temperature

dependency for the sensitivity. The data revealed an initial bellows

settling, which seems to have reached its final value at the fourth or

fifth cycle.

251. The hysteresis and linearity are considerably better than hoped

for when the development was started. Off-the-shelf bellows can be used.

The temperature sensitivity can be reduced or eliminated by modifications

in, the design, and the bellows settling can be minimized or avoided by heat

£5ana/or; precycling.

THE HIGH ERBSSURE TEST RIG. IFA-414 (N)

252. !Ehe high pressure tSst rig, IFA-414, was loaded into the reactor

during the October/November 1974 shutdown. Its design concept permits fuel



tests to be performed at pressures and temperatures up to 150 atm and

as compared to those of the reactor system : J4 atm and 2i±O°C*

233. The main objective of experiments in th is r ig is to study the
dimensional behaviour of IVR fuel rods (one at a time) through measure-
ments oX cladding and fuel stack length changes and cladding diameter
prof i les .

234. The test rig design is shown schematically in Figure 37. It

consists of a semi-permanently installed pressure capsule and a single,

replaceable fuel rod unit. Pressurization is accomplished with a system

external to the reactor.

235. The flow area within thp capsule is divided into two by a

flow guide tube. The fuel rod is positioned inside the flow guide tube

at the lower end of the capsule.

236. Fuel instrumentation provides simultaneous cladding diameter

measurements at 90° to each other, and fuel stack and cladding elongation

measurements. The differential transformer diameter gauges are mounted

inside the capsule, and the fuel rod is moved past the gauges by a hydrau-

lic piston and cylinder arrangement. The cylinder is part of the pressure

capsule, and the piston rod comprises the magnetic core of the linear

transformer exial position indicator. At the top and bottom end of each

stroke, the fuel rod unit rotates 60°, and consequently cladding diameter

profiles can be measured in six axial planes at 30° to each other. Fuel

stack and cladding length changes are measured by means of differential

transformer extensometers when the fuel rod is in its bottom position.

237. The rig can accommodate rods with an active fuel length of

400 mm. For power determination, the rig is equipped with ten thermocouple!

(six inside the capsule at three different elevations, and four outside

at two different elevations). Six neutron detectors (vanadium emitters)

are placed outside the pressure capsule for mapping of the spatial distri-

bution of flux around the test rod.

238. Prior to installation in the reactor t&e rig-was tested in a

loop providing reactor operating conditions, using an electrically heated

dummy fuel rod, to provide the.following :

- Functional testing of the rig, its instruments and external

pressurization and drive system. .-.. . r .

'- Power calibration ot "dhs rig. 'Jr •
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- Determination of heat removal capacity for the rig (burn-out
tests').

239. 'Jne functional testing showed satisfactory behaviour of all
components of the system. The results fTom power and heat removal test in
were very positive. The maximum coolant temperatures measured in3ide the
capsule were below 300°C and agreed closely with calculated values over
the entire power range tested (5-23 kW).

2^0. Out-of-pile power calibration measurements were made with the
electrically heated duamy fuel rod positioned first at the lower limit
and then the upper limit of the diameter measurement stroke and at two
different pressures, 150 atm and 75 atm. At 150 atm, the heater was
operated close to 20 kW in both positions. At 75 atm, the heater output
was around 20 kW in lower and at its maximum value, 23 kW, at upper
position (which from a burn-out point of view is the most crucial). 23 k
gives a linear power of 575 W/cm corresponding to a heat flux of 164 W/c
At this power and pressure (75 atm), the maximum temperatures in the
capsule approached the saturation temperature (292°G). In both heater pc
sitions, a further reduction of pressure from 75 atm (at 18 kW) was per*
formed in order to test the heat removal capacity of the rig. 55 atm wac
reached without any burn-out indications. A small amount of bulk boiling

. . . . •'•'.•' • ; v . 1 ;

might have occurred at the lowest pressures.

Very good agreement between calculations and measurements was
found, with measured coolant temperatures slightly lower than predicted
(up to 5°C).

242. Calculations have also shown that if the stored heat in the
fuel rod at 20 kW is instantaneously dissipated to the coolant volume
inside the pressure capsule, this will produce an increase of the capsu!
coolant bulk temperature of maximum ib°C.
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INTRODUCTION

2^3. The reactor operation schedule hue s.niniy :r-on govf r:.'-r: \y •'•

test fuel programme. There were two scheduled :aa,;or rhitdowr^r for '•.'.':••

reloading, maintenance, and plant alterations. These were of appro: I::.-:1

2 M> raontho duration each. In addition, one schr-d'.r. ••'! r ' ~>p of ay:r rr.>:::: • •

3 weekr werr required for the prrp-iration of ov-rpowr-r r-vpr-r;cer'T.

2^'*. The1 reactor operated satisfactorily airing 'he or'ra*!^:. : • r

and although there were a number of vmrcheduled rtopc, the;. v:er'.- :•:" :':.

duration.

2'»5. The increase in shutdown tice pr'r shutdown is ni.-iir.ly c-< :rr <: :

the extensive and complex handling operations during the reloading \<?

246. TnEtallation and testing of view experimental equipment *o£(?;:

with alterations to plant circuits have also contributed to ex~er.rior.

the shutdown periods.

The computer experiments performed have not had any r. i£nl:':e^:

influence on the plant operations.

OPERATING STATISTICS

The reactor power has usually been between 8 and ''0 MW depending

on the test fuel power limits. The integrated power during ":he year war

1496 HWd. The reactor power and moderator temperature for each quarter ir

shown in Figure 28.

A detailed breakdown of shutdown time during the last five years

is given in Table II.

250. In addition to the planned shutdowns there were twenty-nine

unplanned stops. Table III shows the reasons for the shutdowns, the loss

in operating time for the various categories and number of shutdowns which

were initiated by scram action.
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Fig. 38. Reactor power ani* temperature 1st quarter 1974

Fig. 38. Reactor power.and temperature 2nd quarter 1974
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Table I I

SHUTDOWN TIME AND AVAILABILITY

1st reloading period
2nd reloading period
3rd reloading period
Preparation for overpower
rig experiments
Fuel failures
Maintenance outside loading
periods
Other shutdown periods
Availability

Sum

1970

23.4 %
25.8 $

-

5.8 %

0.4 %
0.8 %

43.8 %

100.0 %

1971

11.4 %

12.0 %
17.8 %

-

6.2 %
1.2 %

51.4 £

100.0 %

1972

2.1 *
16.4 %
16.2 95

3.4 %

3.2 9$
0.5 %

58.2 #

100.0 %

1973

14.2 %
13.7 %
17.8 *

5.5 %
3 . 3 *

2.8 %
0.5 %

42.2 *

100.0 *

1974

18.9
22.9

-

5.2
-

4.5
1.1

47.4

100.0

Table I I I

UNPLANNED SHUTDOWNS

Shutdown Seasons

Operator e r r o r
D-0 l eakage search and
corrective actions
Loss of main power
Component failure

Total

Number of
Shutdowns

1

5
2

21

29

Loss of
Operating

Time (hrs.) j

3

172
9

256

440

Number of
Scram Actioi

0
.. .2

/. 3

I • 6

251 • The unplanned shutdowns took 440 h r s . or approximately 5 %
the year. Of.these stops, four were taken for plant compdhent(repairs
took t o t a l l y 3*16 h r s . , the remaining as^^ere oC0hQrt duratioi^mefst 0
them l e s s than 5 hrs . ,, ,'\r,••,

 H;
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252. The total loss of heavy water based on daily tritium measure-
ments was 340 kg. (Dae average rate while the reactor was at full pressure
was 66 g/hr. and at shutdown 10 g/hr.

The isotopic purity of the heavy water was unchanged 99-3 ?g
during the year.

253. In 1974i handling of fuel assemblies comprised seventy transfer
operations to and from the reactor core, of which fifty-nine included
irradiated fuel.

The service compartment has been used for forty-four exchanges
of both irradiated and unirradiated fuel rods.

254. Nineteen irradiated fuel eleiuouts have been transferred from
the fuel pit in the reactor hall to the fuel pond in the fuel bunker
building.

Ninety external radioactive transports have been performed.
Sixteen of these were shipments of irradiated fuel, fourteen to IPA,
Kjeller, and two to Germany. Seven transports contained radioactive waste
(52 drums). Two transports were ion exchange resin from purification
systems. Sixty-five consignments comprised unirradiated fuel, irradiated
DpO samples and other radioactive components.

OPERATIONAL EEFfikJlillOE

255* In general the plant operated satisfactory during the year.
The DpO leakages observed were of minor order and were corrected before
the losses became excessive. Four of the unplanned shutdowns took more
than one day and for three of these, plant cooling prior to component
repairs was necessary. Two shutdowns were taken for tightening of DgO
leakages in the primary high pressure system, one for dismantling and
repair welding on a secondary system main circulation pump and one for
exchange of a failed main reactor hall ventilation fan unit.

256. Problems as leaking pump glands and valve stuffing boxes or
valve operation failures have occurred. However, these failures were minor
and required only short stops for repair or they were corrected during
the planned reloading periods.

257* The process and nuclear instrumentation have worked satisfac-
torily.
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258. Two control rods did not operate quite properly* The number of

steps taken to drive the rods in or out were too many. The rods' pressure

thimbles with drive mechanisms were replaced by spare units during a

planned shutdown period. The removed thimbles and drive mechanisms were

inspected, and it seems that the operation was hampered due to collection

of crud in the space between the timble well and the drive plunger.- This

crud collection had no effect on rod scram action.

259- Two test fuel fission gas pressure transducer membranes failed

during the year and resulted in small releases of gaseous fission products

to the primary low pressure system. The releases were immediately stopped

by isolating the membrane pressure tubes from external systems and reactor

operation went on undisturbed.

260. The emergency systems have shown satisfactory performance during

the periodic tests and acceptable stable leak rates have been observed

from the rock containment during routine pressure tests.

261. Some alterations to plant systems and exchange of components

have been performed to increase plant efficiency and reliability.

262. A new emergency water purif i cat ion system to control the

release of contaminated water; after an accident has been installed.

263. The clean-up of water in the containment may have to take place

for weeks after a primary circuit failure. This implies that the\. emergency

clean-up system should be able to handle more than 1000 m^ of water.

264. The main components of -Hie new system are two mixed bed ion

exchange columns, three pumps which operate by means of air pressure,

and a resin exchange system. A simplified layout of the system is shown

in Figure 39-

265. Each column contains about one; m • resin. The clean-up .capacity

was determined by laboratory tests of the ion exchange resin. Decontamina-

tion factors in the range 10-10* were obtained :tor cesium, strontium,::

and iodine.

266. Resin can be changed at any time by operation from a position

outside the airlock. An air operated' resin charging tank is placed on the

upper floor in the entrance building. The use resin eslny by means' 6t air'

pressure, be blown into the waste pit inside the containment, thus ^voiding

activity storage outside the airlock.



w^wtmm'/mmM--
Fig. 39. Simplified layout of emergency water

purification system

267* Evaluations with regard to a major accident showed that activity

releases in water from the plant could he kept at such a low level that

doses to the critical population group would not exceed a few mrem.

268. A computerized control rod supervision system for operation of

the control rods has been developed and installed. The purpose of the

system is to ensure that any single control rod inserted into the core

has a reactivity worth within the limits set forth in the safety documents

The rod position'limits and rod sequence patterns are specified prior to

start-up of each* new core loading.

269« The supervision system informs, on a console with indicator
lamps, the reactor operator about the rods which are permitted to operate
in the present operational s i tuat ion, while the operator decides which
rods should be operated'. If an i l lega l rod i s chosen or if any rod is
operated outside the specified l imi ts , the supervision system disconnect
the rod from the control rod drive system.

270. The disconnect system can be bypassed by the operator pressing
a push button so' as to" f a c i l i t a t e withdrawal or rods from i l l ega l to legal
posi t ion. A bypass-key f a c i l i t a t e s bypass of the to ta l monitoring system.

IODME AMD URKStm IN THE MODERATOR

271. During operation of the reactor, the concentration of 1-131 in
the moderator has been about 10 (iCi/ml. In shutdown periods the concen-
t ra t ion has been below the detection l imi t , which is 10" u,Ci/ml.
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272. The uranium concent ra t ion in the moderator has va r i ed between
~ 2 ug/l ^ r i n g operat ion and < 1 ng/1 a t shutdown.

ACTIVITY RELEASE FROM THE PLANT

273. Release of gaseous a c t i v i t i e s f̂ rom the stack i s recorded by an
ionization type gas monitor. Interpretation, of the recordings i s possible
only when other information i s avai lable , such as analysis of the t r i t ium
content of the a i r and y-spectrometric analyses of the different nuclides
of noble gases . The mixture of these nuclides var ies with the mode of
reactor operation, the pat tern of fuel f a i l u r e , e t c . , but in general
Xe-133 dominates.

274. Release of 1-131 through the stack i s found by Y-spectrometric
analysis of charcoal f i l t e r s from the monitoring c i r c u i t s . The release
of par t ioula te ac t i v i t i e s i s determined as overa l l P and a col lected on
filter paper.

275. Activity releases to the sewage are found by laboratory measu-
rements of samples. Tritium is found.by liquid scintillation counting,
and the other activities are determined by p-counting of the residue
after evaporation. ' ' :

276. The main contributors to the release are shown in Tables IV
and 7. The figure for long-lived p in the stack air is the maximum value
decided by the detection limit of the measuring equipment.

Table IV

ACTIVITY RELEASE ERQM THE STACK

JANUARY-DECEMBER 1974

Huclide

H-3: ;.. - . . :

A-41
Xe + Kr (mainly Xe-133)
1-131
Lpnglived components of overall p

Released Activity
Ci

; 410
200
290

< 3 x 10~4

< 5 x 10"5
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Table V

ACTIVITY RELEASE TO THE SEWAGE

JANUARY-DECEMBER 1974

TTu e l i de

He-3
Non vola t i le (3

Released Activity
Ci

12
< 6 x 1O~3

RADIATION PROTECTION

277^ Table VI gives personnel doses during 197^. Total manrem was

24.5 including 1.0 manrem from intake of tritium.

Table VI

TOTAL BODY DOSES 1974-

mrem

Number of p e r s o n s

< 1500

44

15OO-3OOO

4

3OOO-5OOO

0

> 5000

0

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

278. A high -pressure test rig, IPA-414, has been loaded into the

reactor. It is the first fuel test facility installed at the HBWR in

which the coolant water for the experiment is separated from that of the

rest of the core by means of a pressurized capsule. The design concept

allows fuel tests to be performed at temperatures and pressures higher

than those of the reactor system (up to 150 atm., 342°C vs. 34 atm.,

240°C).

279. The main objective of experiments in this rig is to study the

dimensional behaviour of FWR fuel rods (one rod at a time) through measu-

rements of cladding and fuel stack length changes and cladding diameter

profiles. (Bee the Fuel Research part of this report).
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280.

parts :

The external hydraulic circuit of IFA-414 a divided in three

- The helium pressure tank, including gas supply, maintaining

required pressure at various temperature conditions.

- The hydraulic circuit for moving the fuel rod when performing

rod diameter measurements.

- The fission product detection and clean-up circuits.

A simplified flow sheet is shown in Figure 40.

REACTOR CORE REACTOR HALL
TO (MAIN

TANK TUNNEL ENTRANCE

QUJCK&-

SlSISM r

FLOW suing rase

DIAMETER

ITO
I :T«nr

MONITOR

ION
EXCHANGER

0,0 SUPPLY I

ISTON
PUMP

I F * 41* •
PRESSURE I

TUBE |

iMt-SUPPIV
| BOTTLE

Fig. 40. High pressure test rig, lFA-414 external hydraulic circuit

281. Except for the 200 ato gas supply, the complete circuit is

installed inside the reactor hall. The rig iŝ  remotely operated from the

control room. The rig has operated very satisfactory, with no leakages^or

component failure. . .?i . , K ; ; ? • .••;.• .' •
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PART IV

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE
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INTRODUCTION

282. The formal status of the Halden Project under review in this

report is laid down in the three-year Agreement which came into effect

on 1st January 1973- The main provisions of this Agreement are identical

with those of the four former international Agreements which covered the

periods 1958/1964, 1964/1966, 1967/1969, and 1970/1972, respectively.

(For details of these provisions, reference is made on pages aa and 14-

of the Second Annual Report, 1960).

HALDEN BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

28J. The Halden Board of Management is the governing body of the

Project. The Board met on two occasions during the period under review

in Paris on 11th June and on 19th November, 1974.

The Board was composed as follows :

Prof. Ir. J. Pelser (Chairman)

Mr. P.J. Snare (Vice-Chairman)

Mr. I. Makipentti

Dr. M. Hagen

Dr. A. Pedretti

Dr. J. Miida

Mr. R. Nilson

Mr. M. Levenson

Mr. V.O. Eriksen

Mr. E. Saeland

Dr. Syllus M. Pinto

Dr. W. Chernock

Mr. D.H. Imhoff

Dr. W.V. Johnston

Reactor Centrum Nederland

Danish Atomic Energy Commission

Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finland

Bundesministerium fur Forschung und
Technologie, Germany

Comitato Nazionale per 1'Energia
Nucleare, Italy

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden

Electric Power Research Institute, U.S.A.

Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
(in an advisory capacity)

Companhia Brasileira de
Tecnologia Nuclear, Brazil

Combustion Engineering, Inc.,<
TT C A 'U.S.A

General Electric Company,
U.S.A.

United States Atomic Energy
Commission

) Associated
)Parties

)



HALDKN PROGRAMME GRQirP

2^~. The Maiden Programme Group assists the Halden Board of Manage-

ment , iv. particular in formulating the joint programme and supervising in

execution. The Group cot four times during the period under review in

Halden on 19th March, in Sandefjord, Norway, on 5th June, in San Jose,

U.S.A., on 23rd September, and in Halden on 25th November, 19?4.

2t*% The Sandefjord meeting included a four day "Enlarged Meeting

on Computer Control and Fuel Research Related to Safe and Economic Plant

Operation", attended by 180 representatives from the participating

countries and where fifty papers were presented and discussed.

2S6

Mr.

Dr.

Dr.

Mr.

Dr.

The Group was composed as follows :

H. Mogaru (Chairman)

S. Krawczynski (Vice-Chairman)

N. Hansen
0. Vapaavuori
D. BUnemanii

Dr. A. Pedretti

Dr. J. Niida

Mr. R. Swanenburg de Veye

Mr. P. Blomberg

Dr. E. Zebroski

Wr. J.K. Dtfderlein

lir. S. Aas

Mr. K.B. Stadie

Dr. Syllus W. Pinto

Mr. R. Duncan

Dr.

Dr.

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden

Kernforschungsanlage JUlich, GmbH,
Germany

Danish Atomic Energy Commission

Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finland

Gesellechaft ftlr Kernenergieverwertung-
in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt mbR,
Germany

Comitato Nasionale per 1'Energia
Nucleare, Italy

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Reactor Centrum Nederlond

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden

Electric Power Research Institute, U.S.A.

Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway

Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway

OEOD Nuclear Energy Agency

Companhia Brasileira de )
Tecnologia F.uclear, Brazil

Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
U.S.A.

R. Proebstle

rf.V. Jonnston

General Electric Company,
U.S.A.

United States Atomic. Energy
Commission

Associated
Parties

HEIATIOHS WITH HHE OECP NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

28?. Ehe Huclear Energy Agency (HEA) of the Organisation for,.

Economic Co-operation and Development in Paris is the international
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organization through which the co-operative programme of research at

Hnlclen is arranged between the par t ic ipa t ing countr ies . l(hk ir. rrprp
at the meetings of the two governing Viodien of the Project, ar.d shares r,}, -
respons ib i l i ty of the Secre tar ia t for these meetings. The Agency maintain
continuous close links with the Project management, advising on question."
of general policy, also on problems which are common to other NT;4. joint
undertakings, and playing an active role in the negotiations for the
continuation of the in ternat ional ly sponsored work nt Halden.

2B8. Under the OECD Security Control Convention, the Control Bureau

of NEA is responsible for safeguards against diversion of the nuclear

material used at the Halden Project . All t ransfers of f issionable material

are reported to the NEA Director of Control, who -ilro rf-c.'ivpr quarterly

inventory and material balance repor ts .

RELATIONS WITH THE INSTITUTT FOR ATOMENERGI

269. For the sake of s implici ty and expedience, <;he OL?T) Halden
Reactor Project has not been given a separate legal iden t i ty , ar.d the

Norwegian I n s t i t u t t for Atomenergi has been made responsible for carrying

out a l l legal acts on behalf of the Signator ies .

290. For the sake of economy and to l imit staff requirements at

Halden, a l l accounting for the Project i s done at the main office of IF A

at Kje l le r , 70 miles north of Halden. Use i s also made of the purchasing

serv ices , workshop f a c i l i t i e s , design office and l ibrary at Kjel ler .

Certain spec ia l technical problems are handled in co-operation with the

different research departments at Kjel ler , where there i s a computing

centre which i s available to the Project.

SAFEGUABDS

2 9 1 . Under the OECD Security Control Convention, the Control Bureau

of.NBA is responsible for. safeguards against diversion of the nuclear

material used at the Halden Project. All transfers of nuclear materials

are reported to SEA Director of Oontrol, who also receives quarterly

inventory and material balance reports. NEA inspection takes place regu-
larly.1-. • '•• :"•••-• -•• •''* • •• V

292. The nuclear materials at the Halden Project are furthermore

subject to safeguards by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

under the Treaty of the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Inspectors



from the Agency frequently viait the facilities in Halden. IAEA has

placed seals on storage positions of nuclear materials, and. an automatic

camera has been installed in the reactor hall lor surveillance of fuel

handling operations in the area.

FIHANCE

293. The budget funds available by end of 1974 for injplemtsni

the programme for the three-year period 1st January, 1973, to 31st

December, 1975, are covered by contributions as shown in Table VTI.

Table V H

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

All

Contributions from Signatories

The Norwegian Institutt for Atomenergi

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden

Electric Power Research Institute, U.S.A.

The Italian Comitato Nazionale per
l'Energia Tfacleare

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Kernforschungsanlage Jttlich GmbH,
Germany

Reactor Centrum Nederland

The Finnish Ministry of Trade and
Industry

The Danish Atomic Energy Commission

Total contributions from Signatories

Contributions from Associated Parties,
etc.

TOTAL contributions '

amounts in Norwegian Kroner

Amount

19,000,000

3,850,000

1,800,000

3,570,000

3,630,000

4,950,000

2,570,000

2,140,000

2,140,000

43,650,000

11,350,000

55,000^000

294-. Actual expenditure during 1973 and 1974, and forecast of.

expenditures for the remaining,,one year of the Project period, are given

in Table VIII. J



Table VIII

EXPENDITURES IK MILLION NORWEGIAN KRONER

Budget Item

Salaries

Operations
Exper imen t s and
Development

Overheads

Reserve

TOTAL

Actual Expenditures

1973

10.50
2.30

3.10
1.40

-

17.30*

1974

12.26
1.68

2.29
1.61

-

17.84

Forecast of
Expenditures

1975

14.05
2.40

1,29
1.62
0.50

19.86

Total
Budget

36.61
6.56

6.68
4.65
0.50

55.00

In addition 57,300 EJM.A. u/a (approximately N.Kr. 409,000) of funds
remaining from the 1970-72 Agreement was used during 1973 to cover
rounding-off expenditures relating to the 1970-72 Programme.

STAPF

295. A total Staff of 162 was employed et the Project as of 31st
December 1974. Of these, 29 were Norwegian graduates, while 12 graduates
were seconded from other Project Member organizations. The foreign staff
are seconded mostly for periods of between 18 and 30 months through the
national organizations participating in the Halden programme, and are
integrated into the personnel structure of the Project and of the
Norwegian Institutt for Atomenergi. The organizational structure of the
senior staff is shown in Table IX.

PUBLICATIONS

296. .,:, In accordance with the terms of the Halden Agreement, the
Signatories are provided with a l l the information obtained i n the course
of carrying out the experimental programme. Much of the communication of
resul t J laid information has bean through Halden Project Reports (HPR),
the d i s tr ibut ion of which within.Member countries i s decided by individual
S i g n a t o r i e s . ''. T • ' ) ! : • ' -''•'..',..'-
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297. Eight Halden Project Reports were issued to the Signatories

during the period under review, in addition seven Halden internal reports

were circulated.

The following conference papers were published :

European Conference on Electronics! Amsterdam. April 22-26.

1974 : "Colour CRT Displays in Man-Machine Communication".

Paper by J. TjjenmeB and K. Netland.

International Colloquium on Hiffc-Temperature. In-Pile Thermo-

metry. Petten. December 12-13. "197̂  : "Experience with In-Core

Measurements of Centre Fuel Temperatures with Thermocouples".

Paper by B. Aarset and E. Kolstad.
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